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INTRODUCTION

INTRODJCT ION
Educat lcnaa. supervision has exier iencea a remark-
able growth since ti.e o c :,in 6 of the twentieth century.
Functions once mciadeu m tne office of administrator haVe
now been set off and, together with new functions, p ^aced in
the hands of a separate officer ca^_ed the supervisor. So
vital are these functions thought to be that the supervisor
is new ranked with the very first in the oraer of importance
in educational leadership.
Along with tne grdwtti of tne supervisory office,
and largely responsible for that 6rowti. , has been the in-
creasing recognition of the need for more accurate methods
of handling educational problems which come under the super-
visor's direction. The effort to meet this need has re-
sulted in bringing into the service cf the schools of
America a system cf objective measurements for facilitating
the supervisor's tasl
,
and for making it, in many respects
more scientific ana exact. Haphazard methods based ©n
the personal opinions cf those in dharge of oaucationai
processes have been proven to be inadequ..te. Dissatisfied
leaders in the educational field were ready to welcome the
introduction of any device that promised aid to tne soxation
of problems growing out of the cider metnods of eauedtion.
Accordingly, when the possibilities of making ana using ob-
jective instruments for the measurement of educational pro-
ducts w=re discovered these instruments Came into iminedlate
popularity with those who were seeking new meth cas of ap^ro-v
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If at first unwise application has been mo.de of educational
measurements on the paxt of enthusiasts, eliciting opposition
to them from the more conservative leaders, it ia hoped th^t
row thejftrue ralue is beir^; generally recognized, and that
their use, in proper limits, will forward the cause of
education in all of its complex phases.
Reii 6 ious education is likewise beginning to sense
a need for a mors careful eYalu&tion of the outcome of its
instruction. In spite of the impression in some quarters
that religious growth cannot be meu.su:: ea, it is thought by
those who hare made it a study that a careful administration
of a program of objective measurements Iti religious educa-
tion can be mu.de to contribute real help in the solving of
difficult problems involved in the conduct of this work .
Profiting by the experience of those wr.c have pioneered in
the field of measurements in secular ed.Catiun, religious
xe_uers are carefully and Cautiously X^. me ste A-S tovr^ra tne
development of a system of measuring instruments which seem
to hare real potential value in them for the accomplishment
of their purposes. It is believed by these le^uers that
religion can be measured by the proper analysis of its con-
stituent elements, and that a scientific basis can be estab-
lished in such a procedure for making possible definite pro-
gress toward the goals of oar American churches.
Tiie purpose of this paper is to review the fiej.a
of supervision in secular education ana the U3e it m&kes of
objective measurements, and upon this oasis to discuss the
uses of similar measurements in the supervision of religious
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e ducat ion. Part One is, therefore, - treatment of the former
topic, and Fart Two attempts to apply, -s far as possible, the
results of experience in this fiexa to the latter. No attempt
is made here to define the exact limits of the two fields,
but we shall simply take for granted that religion has its
distinct function to perform m the general scheme of educa-
tion required for we 1 --rounded citizenship. Although the two
fields are closely related in both content una method, re-
ligious iu.uca.tion has its own pec a lair problems to facf, over
ana above those which are common to Ootn realms.
LIMITAT IONS:
Two important limitations ^re imposed on this
discuss ion
:
1. It is a dev-lcpmert of the subjed of supervision in
one particular phase of its activity, that phase which makes
use of objective measurements for the accomplishment of its
purposes. There are oxher phases of supervision which are
not concerned directly witn the application of sacx^ scientific
tools to its work which uo not come within the scope of this
paper .
3. The primary objective in view is the field of religious
education, net that of 8ducat ioa in general. No exhaustive
treatment of the field outlined in Part One is attempted, but
an effort is made to lay a broad basis far the discussion of
the comparatively new field cf supervision in religious ea^ca-
tion. So meuger is the work that has been actually accomp-
lished in the latter office that it was thought advisable to

give a. rather comprehensive view of the topic ireaxed in
P-^rt One in order tilat <x sound bu.sis ntiglit be assure a for
the development of Part Two.

PART QME
EDUCATIONAL SUPERVIS I ON AND
OBJ£ CT IVE M£ASURE ME H T S

j DJ CAT I QNA
L
S LJPggV I SI UN AM D OBJECTIVE jfflASURgME N]
1 S
E
D
TJ ZA T I QNA L SJPE5V } S
I
ON I N 1 T S GENE RA L ASPE OTS
A . Defin it ion cf Suge rv ifi icn
i. The need for a clear definition
As a serrate function in education, supervision
is comparatively new. It has arisen to meet the growing
demands of a very Qomplez. process for a unifying glement in
that process. Formerly education coi;3isteu of a simpler
process c oaficed to a small group in one room witn a very
limited text material deei^nea for simpler end*, ns the
educative process grew more complex with the growing com-
plexity of life itself, the individual differnces cf teacr.ers
expressed ti.emselves in varying methods una techniques, until
in the -Larger systems there seemed to be no end of methods
in making education effective, -ne confusion w^s made all
the mere ser ious by the -ack of unity of purpose .
Since the inevit^b^e introduction cf supervision
into education, it has been severely criticisea as an intruder
on the sacred rights of the individual te^oner, and as a
duplication of the work of the administrator. This criticism
has been due chiefly to the lack cf a clear definition of the
ta.sk of the supervisor, and its acceptance as a vit^i part of
the educational procedure now depends on a definite narking
off of its functions.
3. Supervision must not be confused with Administration.
Administration is a broader function ana includes
supervision. The whole task of school management and control
t
comes under the authority of the general admin i at rat or , while
supervision h^s tc do chiefly with the teaching problems of the
school. Barr and Burton 1
,
in The Super vision of In struction,
p. 67, claim that "in the interest of efficiency a distinction
must be drawn, for, "the first step m getting together in
cooperation is getting apart in definition." Pitman says,
"Administration has to do with setting up tne organiz&t ion,
while supervision is the intelligent handling of the organization1 .
3. A concise definition of supervision.
Supervision is the improvement of teaching with the
ultimate aim cf improving the pupil, ffutt's two-fold purpose
of supervision is given thus: first, the attainment of increased
effficiency on the part of the teacher, ana second, the effic-
ient .education : f the child. In aii authoritative vcrks on
tne subject tne cniiu is given a centr-ci J; iaoc m tne euuca-
tion^i program. H.C. Morrison, The Practic e of Teaching in
Se cona^ry Schools. Part IV. oY.^pter XX7I II*, Cai-s this empnasis
on the child, "The Integrity of the School". The supervisor
exists only for the sake of better teaching, and the teacher
exists only for the s^ke cf the chi^d; the whole pro :.r.*m of the
school is bound up into a unity by tne interests of the chilu.
McCa.1^. ases a striking fi^ur-, "The pupil is tne Sun, the
teachers ^re satellites, and supervisors are moons of Satel-
lites . " b
1- Barr, A.S. and Burton - The Supervision o f I nstruction
N.Y. Applet on, 1936 192 x
2- Pi tman
,
M
.
S . The Value cf S chool Su^erv isicn -^arw i c> an d York
,
3- ;Tutt ,H .1 . -The Surerv ision cf In struct im-Hough ton Mi ff lin
,
1930
4- l£orr i son ,H .0.-Practice of Teaching in Secondary Schools
Univ .of Chic .Press, 1326
5- M c Ca 1 1 , Wm .A . How to Measur e in Education - Oh ap .V

The supreme purpose of supervision is that the
education of children pay be carried on under better condi-
tions and that cnildren may iearn . a '^± minor purposes must
contribute to this ena or be discardea. The improvement of
the teacher merely from the standpoint of personality, or
producing a pleasing appearance, in themse Ives , is not suff-
icient . Such improvements rm3t be suoject^d to a ri^ia sv^i-
uation in the light of their contribution to the progress of
the pupil. The supervisor should seek to eliminate a-i per-
sonal impressions of a teacher' 3 -vork or any influence aris-
ing from the t each er ' s standing m the community, ana to set
;p as his criterion of evaluation the results of her work in
pupix development. This uoes not i:.ean tx-^t ne is to aisr= £ wj:d
those factors which do not een to contribute to the pupil's
learning process, but only that he is to eliminate them from
hif evaluation of the teacher's efficiency. There are times
when, in the win nine of the confidence of the staff, it will
often be expedient to give notice to insignificant -na irrel-
evant qualifications, but supervisory duties demand ti.ut all
such minor factors be weedea out of strict measurement of a
teacher's stanaing
,
ana that ;juu&ments be pun fie a of aj.1
criteria except tnat of pupil progress. This ^olicy may xeaa
to the cnunging, or even of aisrr.issal, of certain teachers
who were thought to be quite efficient, but if it results m
the advancement of the fupixs it is justified.
4. A Functional Definition _f Supervision.
A number of working definitions of supervision have
J3£jenoffered . The one g i ve n by Barr ana 5urtcn xis 3ug. t e st ive
i-Barr, A.S. ana Burton W.H. Supervisi on of Instructi on, p.x7S

of the best thought in tnis direction. We will mention the
following: (1) The selection and. organ izat ion of materials of
instruction which incluues items such as the Betting up of
objectives, experimental testing of materials, testing effic-
iency of instructional materials, etc; (2) Research and ex : er-
imentai study of the problems of teaching, using tests, re-
cord forms,, and experimental studies, and perfecting tne
tools of research; (3) The evaluation of the effect iveness
of teaching, by the use of r&.tmt cards, purvey testing,,
objective standards ana check xists; and ( 4 ) The performance
of professional and semi-professional duties. Each of these
functions reveal 3 a demand for a scientific and impersonal
attitude on the part if the supervisor in the efficient con-
duct of the task they impose .
B • Principles cf Supervision
The development of a statement of principles of
supervision has found its best expression in the six list sd
by Bar r an u Burt on 1 :
1. Supervision mustjbe Demorcraic. The supervisor may
realize the ideals of democracy, (a) in providing for, and
stimulating, initiative, se xf-re liance and responsibility on
the part of every member cf the staff; (b ) in recognising and
deaiin& sympathetically with the problems of human relation-
ships in the effort to improve instruction; and (c) in creat-
ing a sense of democratic leadership in a group of co-workers
1 -Burr and Burton - Supervision cf Instruction, p. 83-85
.

Ths supervisor may iri this mannef cor dent rate the efforts of
a united body of workers to the end that the pupils of Hie
schools may toake the largest growth in desirable ideals, in-
terests, knowledge, powers, ana Skills, with the xeast Waste
of energy , anati.e greatest amount Of satisfaction to all con-
cerned.
2. Supervision mist be a Cooperative undertaking of
Teachers t principles, ana supervisors. This can be accomp-
lished (a) through the recognition of the di -tinctive con-
tribution of each to the improvement of ir. struct icr. ; (to )
through a cie^r definition of responsibilities; (c) through
the realization that not only teacner3, but principals ana
supervi sors aswelx , ore learners in the st udy ana oTSs'erVat 1 on
of classroom problems; (d) through the general ehcour\*ge'me*ni
arid conservation of contribut ions from teachers as welx as
from the heads of departments, principals and supervisors;
and (e ; throigh the organ: zat i on,1 evaluat ion, and coordination
of the efforts of these concerned with the Improvement of
instruction. Careful observance of the details of these items
should create a sense cfmity ana cooperation' t c^etner with a
growing sense of ach ievement which results from the power of
a coordinate st aff to accomplish the en as of euuoation.
3. Supervision must distinguish between Instruction and
Administration. This c^n be done (a) through the clearance
of dli administrative matters through administrative channels
(b) through the recognition of the principal as responsible
for instructional conditions within his builaing; (c) through
the recognition of instructional experts as responsible for

instructional conditions anufcr the adequacy of this urogram
in the several fiexas of instruction. It is important that
the twcphases cf work be defined in cieor x/ ex .re^sea state-
ments, even though the two may oe combined in one officer,
_s is so often, the case. It is es eci-lly demanded where
distribution of re sponsi bi i ity is made between a number of
individuals cn the staff.
-. Supervision must be Scientific. This shouia find
expression through, (a) a common scientific backgrcuna for
principals, teachers ana superri sor 3; (b } the aevexcprnent
of definite, weil-understoc d objective s;..i;a-: ^ icr juugin^.
and improving the quality of instruction (whatever standards
are used should be known in advance by the one where teach-
ing is to be observed); (c an experimental ana laboratory
study of instructional problems; and (d) interpretive mea-
surements of results. Special emphasis should be placed
on the irr.portance of this principle because of its essen-
tial relation to the development of the thesis of ti.is pa^.er.
It is with the scientific viewpoint and methous in mind that
our problem is attacked. In the treatment that foxiows this
principle will constantly be assumed as fundamental to axx
that is said.
5. Supervision must center ipen the improve n-er; t of
instruction. That is, expert supervision, (a) shcild le«.a
teachers tea broad vision 01 teaching problems, to a wide
range of experience, so that the work of one grade may be
seen m r = xaiicn to the work of ctner graueo, to an unaer-

8t~.na.ing of neeaed revisions, cf necessary growth and of
final outcomes of instruction; (b) sho.ild ie^d teachers to
master th3 tecl.niqae cf classroom i st'ruciiion, to sstajlish
good teaoi Ing habits, ana to develop high standards of
teaching efficiency; and (c shcuia lead t eachers tc persis-
tent 3tudy of teaching x^robiems, tc experimentation, and to
the use of classroom as a pedagogical laboratory In which
to revise and improve u:ois of instruction. In inis vrin-
cipie we discover the point of application for the scientific
methoa, the -.eject of chief concern in the supervisor's
task - The improvement of teaching.
6. Supervision mist be a clearly defined, definitely or-
ganized program. This program should be progressive from
year tc year, and should include, (a) a statement cf the ob-
jectives of the program; (b) the .:.e-ns for arriving at the
established goals; and (c the cnecks and standards by which
ogress is to oe measured. The planning of tne supervisory
pro, ram, implied in this pririoiple, is fundamental and essent-
ial to success. It :r.ake3 certain t..ut the sa.ervisor has
thoaght through the more urgent problems cf x.is task ana h..s
planned to solve some of them. It acts as a check on his
judgment as to the conditions in his school. Ana finally,
it enables tne s.ipervi3cr and his entire staff to formulate
clear-cut ^i...s for tne fat.ire.
»Ve shall constantly rely on tnose principles which
have special relation tc scientific methods in education as
we proceed with this paper.

^ • The Sci^nt i:ic ITatur e of Supervision
i. Science and Education
In both the definitions ana the principj.es given
above, we Can readily see the scientific nature of super-
vision. Inaeed, one of the principles given by Barr ana
Burton expiiciteiy demands that su2>erv ision must be scient-
ific, which means That it must ap.rcacn its work with the
scientific attituae of mina, carry on its auties with
scientific care, ~uid produce accurate scientific results.
In an a^e of science when not only physical ana materia
objects but also bi oioticai, psychological, ana even
sociological problems -.re being subjected to tne analytical
and factual tests of science, it is not strange that eaica-
t ion should also be includea. Indeed* in the interest of
progress in education, nothing more wholesome or helpful
could come to its aid.
3. The development of the scientific method in education.
The development of the scientific method has been
an age-Ion^ process from the method Of primitive man to our
own day. In the main it has been by three steps, namely,
Authority, Speculation, ana experimentation. Truth was first
sought on the basis of autnonty alone; ^ter the speculative
spirit broke with authority and found truth elsewhere; ana
finally came the more exact method of experimentation whi oh
has busied itself with the task of verifying tne truth
authority ana speculation laid claim to. Alx three processes
still have tneir place in the modern world, but it nas been
found that authority and s . ecuxat ion forfeit L^ir place wnen

they fail to base their judgments on exper imental foundations.
Education has had its st^es of authority, speculation and
experimentation, in keeping with the experience of the race.
A3 in the more practical affairs : f life, the world is grow-
ing impatient with "rainbow generalities" in education which
have no factual basis for their claims, and education cn its
part is beginning to recognize this just demand for making
the eaacationai product a demonstrable, objective reality.
In keeping with the scientific spirit of the times, it is
attempt ing to uiscover the facte, not erson^x opinions
alone; to eliminate tne biu.s that always comes with .jer-
i
scnal judgment ; to make use of exact methods in analyzing
lata and to establish procedure on a factual basis; to
find solutions for proo leme that have been accurately deter-
mined; and to apply remedies that nave been scientifically
verified to have remedial values. Despite the fact that
some eaucatcrs fail to discipline themselves in tne scienti-
fic method, there is every evidence of a steady tendency
toward the scientific viewpoint.
3. Steps in the Scientific Method.
The scientific supervision of euucation proceeds
in general by three definite steps:
a. The setting up of goals and objectives.
The educational process assumes that progress is
desired toward some goal of educational achievement. Edu-
cational goals may be either general or specific. Two
types of supervision may be used to illustrate tne differ-
ence in the way goals are cenceivea. Tne one will have in

mind certain c.raat and v^iaes, such as truth, love,
honor, se lf-sacri fice and the like, and he will be satis-
fied in contemplation of their synthetic wLues. The other
ueraunds an analysis of these virtues into specific elements
so that he may evaluate each specific step in the attain-
ment of the .Larger goa^. The scientific viewpoint demands
no ie3s a synthetic evaluation of the greater ^caxs of xife
else thfl specific goaxs would be erroneous. It admits tnat
philosophy must first produce tne values out of w^ich human
goals are formulated, But once these values and general
goals are recognized, it is ti - ~rt cf the scientist to
break them up into smaller goals which are attain ble in
the more immediate future. So it is that the scientific
supervisor strives to take the general goal, or goals,
which philosophy h.,s set up and divide them up into many
constituent ^rts which are capable of systematic and
definite attainment in on orderly fashion. The apprecia-
tion of a finished work of art is one thing; the master-
ing of the specific skili3 necessary for producing that
piece of art is entirely another, anu it is the mastering
of the specific skills of human living that condition the
attainment of the greater goals cf life.
Not only will the scientific supervisor break
up the goals, t:.at he may see morecxeoriy how tney may oe
attained, but he will make tnem so specific and elemental
that the child himself will reaaily grasp their meaning, and
see how to attain them. Otherwise, the goals are intangibi;
and lack the vividness necessary for eliciting the child's

own init'iat ire and interested participation. The supervisor
will 3ee that £oals are set ip in this painstaking and defin-
ite way for each class, and through the teacher, for each
individual child. In acing this the asis for the maximum
progress will be laid, and also the condition ipoxi which pro-
gress may be measured will be sstaolished.
b. Supplying the means for reaching these £ oais.
The general conditions necessary for arriving the
educational goals nay be cxassified under one or the other of
the fo -mowing :
(x). Improved inst notion . The teacher is the most im-
portant factor in pupil learning. She comes into direct con-
tact with the pupil aaily in tne most influential manner, ana
to a very large extent no las within her power the eaucationai
destiny of the child. Whatever else may enter into help or
hinder the child reaching his goals, the teacher, by her
efficiency, or lack cf it, d?cides the crucial problem.
(2) . Curriculum. The curriculum, in all its many pha3es
i s ^n important conditioning factor in the attainment cf
specific goals of pupil learning. The supervisor will see
that a welx planned course of study ana teacning materials
is in the hands of every teacher
,
ana that she knows how to
make that course most effective in enabling tne puoix to reach
his ob j e ct iv e s .
(3) . Physical equipment. The location cf the school,
the environment, playgrounds, building j interior conditions,
beauty, ventilation, lighting, and may other minor factors,

&?• receiving the attention of supervisors ana educators be-
cause they are found to be important in the creation of favor
able learning conditions.
Eaci. one of these factors of pupil progress must
be brought under careful and constant scrutiny, anu tested
_is tc its effectiveness in contributing its part to the
progress of the pupil. Constant changes will be made in
those parts which show lack of efficiency to this ena.
c. Measuring the progress tc the goals.
The tnird step in the scientific supervision of
education is that of measuring the progress made toward the
goals set up. In order to do this, it is necessary tc have
a starting point, (i.e. educational status at the oeginnin,
of the year), to measure the amount of progress from this
point toward thegoaxs, s.nu to discover the difficulties in
the way of attaining the gcaxs.
(1). Starting point.- By methods that win be mentioned
later, a child's e aucat icna.1 status may be aetermineu which
will both enable him to make greatest progress ana renaerhis
progress measurable. The child's educational status, or
starting point
, at the beginning of the school year, is an
important item in measuring his progress. This involves
individual differences which arise out cf heredity, en- •
vironment
,
the attitudes cf companions and many other lesser
factors which hove effected his life.
(3). Amount of progress. Techniques for meas.irin^ the
amount cf progress the child makes toward the goals of edu-
cation will be discussed under the heading of Measuring In-
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struments. With the use of these instruments, and given our
goal and a starting point, the measurement of progress is mad;
possible .
(3). The discovery of difficulties in the way of progress.
This will be discussed more fully in connection with diagnosis
ana remedial treatment in a x^ier section, so we merely men-
tion it here as a logical 3tep in tne measuring of progress*
In summing up the scientific method, it night be
stated that it is an effort to objectify education and to
heighten its efficiency in the promoting of pupil progress.
CHAPTER SUMMARY
The general nature of educational supervision has
been discussed in the following three points:
A. Definition of Supervision, especially as centering
upon the improvement of teaching and pupil progress.
B. principles of Supervision, emphasizing the prin-
ciples which have to do with the scientific nature of
suoerv i si on .
C. The Scientific Nature of Supervision, which is
that phase of the subject which concerns the discissions
of this paper most ritally.

OBJECTIVE MEASU RE .-.. rTS I N g DU CAT I QNA L SUPEHV I S 1 ON

OBJECTIVE MEASUREMENTS IN £ DUCAT I QNA h SUPgRV I 3 I ON
In a program of scientific supervision, it is
obvious, in the light of the discussion of the preceaing
chapter, that whatever contributes to the accuracy of
educational procedure should be of great value. Chapters
II and II I dea_ with the subject of educational measure-
ments ^s they contribute to this end. Standardized
mcasurm 6 instruments, rightly useu, reveaa. to the super-
visor many of the weax. peaces m the euucationai system,
ana suggest way 8 of remeaying them. Their continued appli-
cation keeps him informed a3 to the efficacy of changes
being tried out, and enables h im t o adjust ana readjust
procedures tj.ll a more effective method has been discov-
ered. In our discussion of measurements in education, we
shall first seek to define our term3.
A . Defin ition o f Eaucationax sure men t s
1. A quantitative uefinition of eaucation.
Before we m^.y define eaucationax measarements
in understandable terras, it is necessary :o first define
education in quantitative terms. Thorn dike"1 has given
as just this sort of definition in the words, "Tnuiever
exists at all, exists in some amount. To know it thoroughly
involves knowing it 3 quantity ^s well as it 3 quality.
Education is concerned with change g in human beings". Tnis
qualitative thing called education, then, is capable of be-
Quoted in Barr ana Burton, Supervision of Instruction
,
p. S 9-1 00
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ing defined in quantitative terras, ana it Is this quantitative
oe fin it ion which makes all the following discussion intelligible,
"Changes" are measurable more or icss objectively prcviaaa we
are able to watch those changes with reference to a scale of
definite units describing them.
3. A Definition of Measurements.
Measurement is a more exact description cf an object,
in all its particular's, in terms cf previously known factors.
Physical objects are measured by describing their qualities,
such as length, weight, solidity", etc. in terms of ffa-che's,
pounds, resistence, etc. Tiis terms here used ore aroitrary,
but they are objective and sufficiently v/eii-known to have
meaning when used by the average man. We say that an object
that has been measured in each previously known terms bus been
described more exactly than if only a general impression is
obtained. General impressions are subjective and unreliable
,
especially when the object measured is to be compared with
other objects, or if, for instance, a physical cojeci is to
be built into a structure requiring e'kact fittings with other
objects of like nature. A more exact uescription of each de-
tail of a building must be se cur e d be fore those details will
fulfill the requirement r of the blue-print . The blue-print
itself has been accurately measured and described in every
detail in rerms of the same previously known factors. It is
only thus that scientific exactness cf ever/ part can be
assured. It should be remembered, however, that slight errcE
enter into the measurement of the most care£uXly caxcuiateu
structures. Allowance must oe made for neat expansion and

other variables affecting the objectivity of physical measure-
ments. Nevertheless, by means of the mere refined instruments
in the hands of skillful men, physical objects have been mors
exactly measured and greater accuracy has resulted than when
these objects were handled by mere personal observation.
3. Definition of Educational Measurements.
By takiaag the definition of measurement, above,
and applying it to the quantitative definition of education
we find that educational measurement is the description of
changes m the educational product in terms of previously
known factors. As in the case of physical objoc:3, educa-
tional changes u.re more accurately described by the use of
refined and objective measuring instruments which eliminate,
as far as possible, the personal equation, anu & ivs results
that are virtually the same in the hands of any number of
skilled persons. The units of measurement in education are
not so well known to the average man as the units used in
measuring physical objects; for that reason it requires more
skill in handling them, and their ise is therefore ximited
to the few who know how to apply them accurately. Moreover,
the very nature of the educational product makes exact
measurement more difficult. 1 The Variable factors of human
nature are much more numerous anu of 6re^: er ma-: nituue than
those of physical things, and much greater allowance must
be made for factors affecting the variability of education.
But again, it is found that, even in education with a^x its
i - Barr and Burton - _%r . erv i s i on of Ir. st ru ct i on
,
Chap. IX

elusiveness and va.rid.bi lit y , refined and objective measuring
instruments are being perfected wr.ich are eliminating much of
the haphazard "guessing" thai has neretofore character ifced
the evaluation of the educational product. Educational
changes are being observed with much more core and precision
in terms of definite units on cbiective scales, which, when
used by different skilled persons, secure similar results.
B . Meth ods of kleasur ement in Education
Measurement of some sort h&s always bedn used ^n
education. It is only recently that educational measurements
have been saif icient ly refined to tender iheffl cujective ana
comparable with scores between schools and systems. Three
methods have been followed in the evaluation of education.
To some degree, all three metxiods are ?tiii in use, but the
more refined method is gradually replacing the older ones
with the result th^t the supervisor's task is becoming more
and mere and exact and reli~b^= .
1. Personal Judgment .
In the j ast
,
personal oi^s has piayea a large part
in the scoring of pupil progress. The average te^cr.er has
been found to have a very unreliable sense cf Vw/iue when left
to her own unguided Opinion cf a child's wcrk. She is likely
tcbe in f 1 13.-. ced by any number of irrelevant factors Whifch j.n-
dulyaffect the score she assigns to aparticular paper. Favor-
1 - Monroe, DeVoss and Keliy, Educational Tests and Measure-
ment s .
'
In t r o da ct icn~5~y Oubb er ly
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itiezD unconsciously ar. ers m 10 r~ise the score of one, and
personal dislikes wi±i lower that of another, no matter how
Carefully the teacher guar ds ag-inst 1he se factors. A strikir;^
illustration of the unreliability of tie personal judgment of
teachers is found in theinveatigatdonraa.de by St «.r ci. 1 , o
found that teachers' marks on "the same piece of student work
will vary from 35 to 65 point son the per centage sca-e . Not
only do they differ in grading m one subject of achoolvuork,
but their differences areequaiiy wide in all the school sub-
jects - Mathematics as in English, for instance. Itiseasy
tcaee the unfairness of tie nethod ofnurking which allows for
so much personal bias. It is also clear that such judgment s
do not furnish re iiab le information uponvtiich toproceed in
the future treat rr.ent of the pupil.
When one adds to this personal bias the unrelia-
bility of the instruments that nave trauit ionally oeen used
he can get some idea ofthe need for more refined instruments
of measurement by which to evaluate educational dianges. The
very nature of the traditional essay t ype of exam inat icn^, with
its ^ack of definite purpose, itspcor ly chosen content, its
inequality of question vaiues,±t8 lack npf objectivity in
scoring, its uncontro_ ±ed conditionecf pupil per for mane a , its
susceptibility to irrelevant factors, anaits xack of stand-
ards for interpreting results, makes it imperative that a
more objective technique ce devised for both the teacher and
the supervisor of education.
1- Star ch , Daniel -I ducat icna l jfeasur e nent
s
, Chap .II.
2- Barr and Burton- Sup erv_i si on of I nstruction, Dhap.IJ .p. 236
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3 . Compar i son .
another method of measurement is that cf ccrnpari son
,
the basis of which is "common ractice". Many men have at-
tempted the solution cf Bimilai educational problems, and
their methods of sol it ion are capable of comparison with
each ether to a certain decree 30 that one sched is found
to be better than another, or one pupil is ptaefcd cn a
lower level of achievement tno.n another. But at beat this
method gives us only relative measures and not absolute
standards. ft effers no goals which are based on objective
standards; it has no way of telling us just hew much has
been accomplished educationally cn a scale cf standard
efficiency; it is simply a relative standing based on what
busy supervisors have thought to be useful, rather than an
asbciute standard based on norms of pa il achievement. Ob-
viously, this method of measurement will not suffice for a
scientifically administered program of supervision, except
where we lack a better method.
3 . St an oar d lieastire me nt s .
Standardized measurements are so constructed and
administered that the results will eliminate, to a xarge
extent, the defects noticed in the twe Jacve mentioned
methods cf measure ent . The strength and weakness cf Btand'-
ardized measurements may be discussea as follows:
a. Strength 1 . This is seen in the following factsj
(1) the educational product to be measured is carefully
1 - Barr and Burton - 5uj e rv i s : cn of I nst ru ct l on , Ch ap IX.

defined, and the measuring instrument accurately designed
to measure just that product j (3) trey break up the educa-
tional product into many definite and weighted units, each
of frnicn is more cr less precisely measurable, and ^.enti
themselves to objective evax .ationj ( ) amb i § uit ies of
statement are carefully removed; (4) they are teotea oat
with unseiected groups cr systems in order to aiscover
further difficulties in their structure, and are corrected
on the basis of these discoveries; (5) they are submitted
to a large num er of competent judges who g ive their ver-
dict as to the objectivity ana validity of the instruments
for the specific purpose m view. (Again tney are revised
in the light of these criticisms); (6) finaxx/, tney are
submitted to statistical treatment by wnicn process they
are standardized and ready for editing and use by t:.e
supervisor or teacher.
The results obt aired from the : se cf standardized
measurements are directly comparable with those of any
ether like ase cf them in any part cf the country. Worms
cf pupil achievement enable the supervisor to pxace any
given pupil in relation tc those norms, ana Intelligent
e da cat ion a 1 procedure may be followed out for the maxi-
mum progress of each pupil on the basis of tnis classi-
fication and careful placing of the pupil;
b . Weakness 1 .
It should be remembered, however, that the most
objective instruments yet devised have not succeeaed m
1 - Hanson, W.L. "Supervision cf Religious Educat ion through
Objective Tests ana i/Ieasarement s " , B.U.
Bulletin, Juxy 10, 1934. p. 4
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removing all the personal factors which entered into the
results of old. methods. It was noticed that this was
true, to a small extent, of instruments for measuring
physical things. Any two persons measuring the dimensions
of a house by ihe use of a standard foot r lie will get
slightly varying results. It wouid hardly be expected
that complete objectivity could be achieve a by the use
of measurements in the more variable factors of education.
Two reasons are assigned for the lack of objectivity in
the measurement cf education:
(1) . Lack cf refinement in the instruments themselves.
In comparison with the instruments used in the
physical world, educational measurements necessarily fall
short in respect to their refinement and exactness of
measuring units.. Experts are constantly refining these
instruments, ana as a result more objectivity ana accur-
acy CcOi be expected as time passes. However, it is doubt-
ful if educational measurements may ever be made so exact
as to eliminate altogether the personal element in their
use .
(2) . The product measured is, .and always will be,
voT iabie .
Reference was made to the variability of the
educational product unaer the definition 01 educational
measurements above. We may simply add here that human
nature being such as it is, instruments for measuring
human changes must always ±ack objectivity to the degree
that human beings are not the same from one day to the next,
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or even from one moment to another.
However, admitting these weaknesses, objective and
standardized measurements are coming more and more into pop-
ular use with educators for the reason that they actually do
increase the efficiency of the euucative process. Taey are
indi spensib le to the scientific admin istr_t i cn of a program
of supervision; and both supervisors and teachers are rapidly
sensing their value within limitations, ana taking advantage
cf tneir aid.
C . School Problems Demanding more Careful Measurement
for their Solut ion
.
It will be helpful, in the consideration of
measurements, to list the problems which arise in the pro-
cess of education which seem to demand a more careful an a
objective use cf measurements. These problems may be class-
ified under three main captions in accordance with the three
outstanding educat icr.ai activities. 1
1. Administrative and Supervisory Problems,
a. Classification and Promotion
.
The administrator is annually, or semi-annually,
faced with the difficult) of properly classifying and pro-
moting the pupils in his school system. The oia method of
measuring pupil mentality and achievement, basic to proper
classification, often led to blunders and misplacement
3
which were never wholly overcome in future educational treat-
1 - Monroe, W.S. Theory of Educat ional Measure ment . Chap.IlI
N.Y. Houghton Mifflin, 1S23
.
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ment , no matter how effective the teaching might have been.
Two type 8 of measurement ore used in the classification ana
promotion of pupils. Mental measurement will fatrly accur-
ately determine the child's ability to achieve, though it
will not give any measure of what he will do. Authorities
agree, that the intelligence test is not a pedagogical
guide, though it locates the pupil in a general way. School
achievement is affected in marked degree by factors other
than intelligence. 1 In order to get a fair and unbiased
picture of the pupil for classification, it is necessary to
supplement mental measurement with achievement measufement
.
Indeed, Keiiey, 2 in his statistical treatment cf achievement
tests, shows that an accurate basis for pupil placement may
be obtained by standard achievement tests alone. ha^ever
may be the method of classification, it is plain that the
problem calls for the use cf some sort of objective measure-
ment for efficient solution.
Frequently in a class of pupils, a spread Of mental
ability cf five or six years has been found. Such a condi-
tion, when revealed, presents a serious prooiem impossible
of solution without the use of measurement s that will locate
each child, as nearly as may be possible, under the circum-
stances, where he be lone s
.
Regarding the non-promotion of pupils, Judd^ dis-
covered that the problem shows a *ack of organization and
1 -Barr and Barton - Su pervis ion of Instruction - p. 303 f
.
3 -Kelley, Truman L .- Statistical Method
, p. 314f
3 -Judd, Cnar.es E.- Measuring
,
th
,
e
,
Wor k of Publ jc Scho ol?
whap . I «
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unity within the system, and upon thiw lack he bases his con-
tent icn fcr a "new type of scientific supervision". Careful
measuring of the situation will enable the supervisor or the
administrator to Present facts to the teachers, and to offer
a plan for adopting uniform standards of promotion .Clas si fi ca-
tion and promotion of pupils have a direct relation to each
other . The lack of proper promotion at the close of the
sci.ool term vitally afiects t&s proper classification of the
pupils at the oeginning of the nex: terra. In like manner,
a careful classification of pupils at the beginning facili-
tates the normal processes of education on the basis of
which promotions are made.
b. Eaucational and Vocational Guidance.
The multiplication of bureaus for the guidance of
pupils both in their immediate stuuy needs ana in the choice
of a life vocation is requiring a special technique in this
field, and the administrators are seeking the aid of objective
measurements in making this guidance of the most benefit to
those who need it. The pupils cannot be left to chance guid-
ance and be expected tc find their way to their best course
in life. Vocational courses ars becoming numerous in the
I .folic school c.irr iculum, and merely to allow the child to
elect a certain course because it appeals to his imme diate
fa.no y would be to load these courses with as ouch potential
harm as good.
c. Evaluation of School Efficiency.
A general survey of t he scr.ocl system to determine
its efficiency, again, requires exact methods. It is net
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necessary 10 enumerate ail the points in a survey of a school
in which measurer-ant a are required. It if en cm h to note that
the administrator, or the supervisor acting in admini etrat :v 3
sanctions, must i.ave an accurate picture of the school based
on accurate measurements, accurate records, and scient i ficu^.y
interpreted report s in craer to proceea wi se-y in tne build-
ing up of school efficiency, kxact data, as to pupil progress
in ia.cn unit of the syste accurate diagnosis of the wtak
points, whether it be the toacnin^, or curriculum, ~r some-
thing outside of the scnocj., is demanded. Otherwise chance
remedies win result and future policies wii.1 be rather
blinu.1 ; made ana carried out.
d. The Evaluation of the Efficiency of Teachers
An estimate of tne efficiency of the teachers in a
school system is required for several reasons. The admini 97
t rater must have a basis for the payment :f s~l_ri=s, for the
promotion of teachers, for the ohangang of a teacher from one
school to another, and for the removal cf a teacher altogether
when necessary. Objective measurements firnish data of an
impersonal nature whicn makes the conduct cf admini etrat icn
at this point much more satisfactory aad accurate.
The evaluation tcacner efficiency is also of
gre~.t concern to the supervisor, and together with the ad-
ministrator, in case the two are separate, the vr&bxcm map
be faced cooperatively. The supervisor's object may ^e
slightly different from that cf the administrator, in that
his aim is to discover the ee-?t teachers and keep thegi on
the staff, ana to improve tne teaching practice of all the

teachers. Twc ways of evaluating the efficiency of teachers
have been in use
.
(1) . The measurement of the products of teaching.
Objective tests usei in the measurement of pupil
progress ever a period of time under conditions which are
comparable to those of ether teachers, and their pupils will
give results which enable school officials to rate a teacher
as to ner efficiency. Teachers may not v, e compared on this
basis un.ess the pupil groups (a) are -f approximately the
same mental ability; (b) are approximate ly on the same level
of achievement; (c) are being tau L r.i similar curriculum; and
(d) are thoroughly measure a for discovering significant
outcome s
.
(2 ) . Teacher Rat in. .
Here we are concerned, not so much with the product
Of teaching, as with the teacner herself • The teacher's
personal equipment, qualifications, teaching methods, etc.
uic rated by comparing to a rating scale which analyzes
these traits for more careful ana detailea observation, li.z
theory underlying, the rating of a teacher is that the char-
acteristics rated; and every detailed element in the analysis
of :hcse characteristics, make seme contribution to the
efficiency >f the teacher in securing pupil progre ss, pro-
vided these elements and traits are found in proper balance .
Teacher ratine scales assign due weight to each element found
in the analysis of personal equipment, and a certain amount
of objectivity is secured by directing attention singly to
each item listed. They are founa to be v^luabj.e as a device

lor stimulating se xf-improvement on the pari of the teacher .
e. Reports to Patrons.
This is a very acute problem involving the possioil-
ity of hurt in. the feelings of both pupils and parents. On
the 'oasis of traditional methods cf eraluating the pupil's
work reports were often unfair, an^ at times merited the crit-
icism they received. Tx.c n.ii' .Ujtion of object ive measure-
ment into the work of the school not onj.y enable school
officials to correct these mistaKes, bat also to appeal to'
the improved system of measur emsnt s for verification and
vindication of their reports in case of misunderstanding.
3. Instructional Problems Requiring Onective Measurements.
To the problems cf classroom instruction and of
pupil progress, objective measurements make their most im-
port an t c ont r i bu t i on
,
a. Standards for Pupil Progress Neeaeu.
Standardized measurements furnish the following
helps to the solution of this problem, (i) they establish
norms of achievement; (3 they assist in setting up ob-
jectives for pupil achievement; (3) they furnish checks by
which the progress of the pupil is measured; and (4) they
enable the teacher to guide the pupil in study procedures,
both in the formulation of study directions and in the use
of practice tests.
By "norms of achievement" is meant trie average ac-
hievement of a large number of mselected children of a given
age on a given test . By comparing the score of any pupil
(or class), with this average, cr normal, score his educational
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standing may be estimated in objective ter >v s. Superintendent
Brooks^- asserts that the haphazard opinion of teachera as to
what the pupil "ought to knew" is extremely unreliable as a
basis for judging theeducat ional changes that have been prc-
cuded in the pupil*
In the formulation of study directions, measure-
ments are use fa 1 in analyzing and objectifying the chief
points to be mastered in a given subject matter. Used in
this maimer they stimulate interest on the part of the pupil.
By "Practice tests" is meant tests which are designed for
individual use to enable the pupil to improve sonic skin he
has been founa to lack. Individuals are excasea from further
practice in tnese tests when tney aemonst rate their ability
to accomplish normal work. This s~.ves the time of the teacher
enables the pupil to make maximam progress, and simplifies in-
struction in the ciassrec. .
b. ler.ents cf Pupil Progress to be Evaluated*
Standardised measurement s help in the solution of
this problem in (1) measuring pupil !s knowledge of subject
matter; (2) evaluating pupil's ability tc think m terms of
materials of instraction; ana (3) in an^lyzin^ ana measuring
the pupil 1 3 interests and motives. Bcc-ase ~f the compara-
tive ease of construction and use f tests and measurement a
for pupil knowledge, the type of instrument which measures
pupil knowieage has been most numerois. Ascenairp: into the
x -Brook s , S . S . - Improv ing _3ch oo i s oy St an_d-r di ze a T e s ts>
.
' Chapt. VI.
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reaim of the more; eiasive traits dealing with the reasoning
powers and with the emotions of the pu^ix, t:-e problem nas
been much more difficult of 30xaticn. However, experiments
are proving that nothing is too elusive tc lend itself to a
more cr less objective evaluation when the conditions are
properly controlled.
c. Diagnosis of Pa; i 1 Difficulties D^manded^
Tc be able to diagnose ana remove pupil difficulties
is of prime importance tc u.cse mterescea in the progress of
the pupil. The results of diagnosis win affect ootn general
instruct ion and in diT.idua 1 treatment, an4 u^ on inese results
will depend the formuxation f bi sciai instructional policies
for the future. There are several conditioning factors in
diagnosis which objective measurements are called upon to
differentiate and control in order that aiagnosis may be
wisely made. These are:
(1) One craae differs from another in aifficaity of diag-
nosis. Children too youn^ to reaa ana write naturally cannot
follow out instructions in written tesis, and are therefore
very difficult of objective diagnosis. Beginning with Grade
TIT, however, there is an increase in difficulty as we go up-
ward reward the higher grade?;, reaching the greatest difficulty
in the Rijgh School classes. The multiplication of interests,
The complexity of conditions, ana the lar^e num.-er -f contacts
makes the process a much more difficult one here . Measurement,s
however, ar = assisting materially in the aiagnosis of an'fi-
cuities in all a^.es.

(3). The content of the materials of instruction calls
for varying methods of diagnosis. Tool subjects ^re com-
paratively more easy to diagnose than are the content sub-
jects. Without objective measurements the tendency is to take
the xine of least resistence anu teach those subjects which
are easiest tc the neglect of the more complex subjects, re-
sulting in peaks and depressions in the graph card. Brooks 1
insists there must be a levelling up process, and objective
measurements help both in revealing the uner amiess of the
learning process and in sug rstin^ remedies.
(3) . Teachers differ in their emphasis. Net all teachers
emphasize the same subjects, and tnis imposes the task of
getting behind the actual school rn^rks and discovering the
teacher emphasis in instruction. Teachers have tneir hobbies
though they may strive to ^ive due attention to all phases
of the curriculum. Objective measurements will revs^x the
unevenness of emphasis and enable the teacher tc redirect
her attention to the coordination of her work with the aim
of the school as a whole .
(4) . Individual pupils differ in ability. Ag^in measure-
ments are caixed on to analyze the differences. The 3core of
u pupil taken alone means very little uniess seen in the light
of his background out of which -rise those factors which maK.e
his chances for learning ait eg ther different from those of
another pupil. Individual differences arise cut of two generax
sources, heredity and snvironment. Heredity was formerly con-
i.
-Brocks, 3.8. - Improving Schools by St^nd-^rui zed Test §_.
Chap • V
.
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siuered the only source f indivi dual difference, but lp-
creaseu accuracy has demanded an evaluation of all the factors
entering into thi 3 problem. Environment has ocoii found to
have an equal, if net a greater, influence on the uifferences
of children. A detailed analysis of Lome con lit ion*, neigh-
b orhood conditions, play-mates, and school environment must
be taken into account and accurately measured before the
educational achievement of a pu
:
ii can be justly estimated.
Growing out of these conditions are the factors of interest,,
effort, training, maturity, health, and inte lligence t ai± of
which should be measure a ana re-measureu many times m order
to evaluate them for puj ll aia& nosis.
d. Remedial Measures to be Applied.
After pupil difficulties have been dissected and
careful j. y diagnosed it remains to apply remedial treatment .
Perhaps the simple guidance of the pupil in his study habits
is the thing needed to set him right. Other remedies vary-
ing axx the way from correcting some physical defect to the
treatment of mental disoruers make their demands on scientific
measurements to point the way to more accurate treatment.
3. Research Problems.
In research work, we ore interested in determining
school procedure through the measurement of outcomes under
controlled conditions. This work requires the application
of carefully tested methods m the hands of highxy skilled
persons, and exact measuring instruments are demanded. Tl>e
following research objectives can for the assistance of
objective measurements in tneir realization:
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d. The evaluation of teaching methods. The outcomes of
two teaching methods in any. iven subject 'viii, other
things being equal, detsrmins the method to be ised in school
practice in connection with the same subject. A large number
of teachers are g iven relatively uniform conditions, allowing
for only one variable, and that the method under investiga-
tion, and tnus securing results which determine the Vaue of
that method.
b. The evaluation of curriculum materials. Curriculum
materials vary in their susceptibility to the application of
objective measurements. Unwritten materials used in the
pr cbxcm-proj ect method, for instance, ore nearly always of a
nature to elude the measuring rod. Life situations anu
their solutions ^re so Varied and complex that any attempt
at measuring them would mvo-ve on enormous outlay of u..:
and money. This is on ly one ex^mp^e of tn = t ype 01 .wter iaxs
found difficult to measure. However, in the fiexa of written
materials designed for intellectual mastery, we find object-
ive measurements to have immediate and definite values.
c. Experimental work in Personnel and Organizational
Procedure. Research laboratories have for many years bee,n
utilized by business institutions for the proper sexection
and placing, of leaders. In the educational field wi.ere per-
sonal relationships pJlay such an important part in tne smooth-
ness oS organizational management this is a major problem.
To locate each leader where he will be able to do the most
satisfying work, and where the personal relations are the
most congenial, is no small task. It is important enough to
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justify the atmost care dud insight based on laboratory sx-
x
eriments of the most refined, nature av^u./oie .
D. Criticisms of the Use of Objective Measurements in
E ducat ion . \
The introduction of objective measurements into the
work of the school has s iven rise to criticism on the part of
those not well informed as to their uses. Such criticism has
too often been just. The unwise use made of measuring mstru
ments by enthusiasts merits the opposition pf conservative
leaders, whether in the past :nen these instruments were
new
,
or in the fat are when their ase oe comes more widespread.
Some of the objections raised are:
1. Measurements are on^y a fad. Those who make this
criticism are not aware of the basic demand for more accurate
investigation into the Various phases of educational pro-
cedares. It very likely arises oat of a lack q,f understand-
ing of the nature ana v^xaes of the measuring instruments
themselves. As long as education Caxxs for economy, effici-
ency, and aefinite resalts commensurate with the native
abilities cf children, there will be required some oojective
way cf evaluating the process of education in all its phases.
2. They place too much emphasis on facts and not enough
cn ideas and judgment s . Tt is true that instruments which
measure mere facts have far outnumbered those which evaluated
the ideational elements cf know_edge. But the xaiter are
x - IvlcOaix, V»m.A.~How to heaeure i r. - ^c->tion. Chap. 1.
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becomin^ more numerous as the rosearci. bureaus >^re able tc
produce them. On the ether hand, there is a basic value m
determining the factual content of pupil knowledge, for facts
are the raw material out f which ideas and judgments grow.
3. Theytena to produce a "deadiy uniformity" in educa-
tional results. Such a criticism, a&ain, ignores the nature
of standardize a measurements. Standardization applies tc the
measurements ana not to the cnna. Insteaa of preuuem^
standardized character they are themselves maae stanuard by
the normal abilities and needs of the children. Actual
use of these measurements have been found to arouse personal
interest ani tc inspire individual initiative in the child-,
and where such results are brought out There need be no fear
of their producing uniformity of results.
4. They contribute to the mechanistic conceptions of
our ad e . The implication ;.cre is iimt they give unuue atten-
tion to the scientific accuracy of an educational product to
the negxect of the appreciation of more subtle values of life.
When measurements are used as an end in themselves this is a
real danger. But like the mechanic who takes the machine
apart and then puts it all together again to serve more
largely than before, the scientific educator must uiso be
able to put the .arts back into a synthetic whole to effect
a greater value than ^efcre. Measurements are only a tooi
for effecting greater values in the child than would other-
vise be possible
.
5. Many of the outcomes of education are so intangible
as to make it impossible ever to measure them. This may be
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t rue . Still, it has been founi that the indirect approach
to these "intangible factors" is an effective method of ob-
serving their processes.-'- Some degree of objectivity is
attained in this method even with those qualities which
3eem to elude the scientists tools. For instance, a per-
son's vocabulary in a given subject has been found to in-
dicate fairly his ability to think or reason in that subject.
6. Failure has been noted in the use of measurements.
Over-zealous experimenters, indeed, have failed m certain out-
standing cases because they have negi=cted to consider ail
the conditions essential to the successful ase of measure-
ments* For a number of years after the introudction of
these instruments into the educational fie id, there was a
tendency on the part of many to hail them as the solution
for every important problem, and too often hasty ana immature
use was made of them. The application of physical measure-
ments in this hasty fashion likewise results in failure.
It must be emphasized that objective measurements must be
valued for what they are as tools to be used with extreme
caution by competent persons. They are not ends in them-
selves. A carpenter's saw is useless as shelter from the
storms, but it is a very valuable instrument to aid in con-
structing a house which will shelter.
E
. Lim i tat
i
on s to the Use of Ob jective Measurement s
The criticisms given above may be successfully
i - Wood, Benn D. Mea surement in Hi -her Education
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answsrad. Nevertheie ss , there remain certain I i mix at ions to
the usefulness of objective measurements which may ncx be
so easily met . Because measurement e nave been found to
effect useful results we i.^ve no warrant for hailing them
as a substitute for ax± the othex Vaiuabid means of oot^in-
ing educational results. Their limitations may ue stateu
thus:
1. Human being 8 vary from one day to another, and a
measur erient taker today will be different from one taken
yesterday. However., this limitation may be partially over-
come by carefully controlled conditions, repeated measure-
ments, and xhe use of various types of measuring instruments
Still, it remains a basic fact that human variations in emo-
tional attitudes ana tides of interests puts a real limita-
tion upon educational measurements which is net so evident in
measurements need'Tthe physical realm.
3. The measuring instruments themselves have not been
highly refined. Especially is this true in the upper ^evels
of human achievement. The units or: the 3Cales of our present
measuring instruments are, as yet, far from accurate and
uniform in their discrimination cf human performance. They
may, perhaps, never approach the fine discriminations which
are accomplished by the instruments of science in the pnysi-
c l world, but with all their present crudity, they are never-
theless proving useful in the evaluation of the results of
e du cat i on to day
.
3. Measurements Cannot take the place of skill, enthu-
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siasra, una the" other personality traite and qualifications
of a ^ood teacher. Indeed, measurements are subservient to
these, to be used as toois to supplement ths basic powers
of teaching. Their results must always be supplementea
by the personal and pedago ical judgment of the teacher
whose trained mind catches the more subtle factors involved.
SUMMARY
The discussions of this chapter are organized
around the following points:
A. Definition of educational measurements
B. The Methods of Measurements in Education
0. School Problems Calling for more careful Measurement
D. Criticisms of Objective Measurements
E. Limitations to the Use of Measurements.

CHlPTkR I II .
OBJECTI VE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

QBjE^qny^ m^sjring instr a •.isnts
In this chapter, a brief outline treatment of
the nature, advantages and. disadvantages of the different
types of treasuring instruments wi^ be given. Strictly
speaking, there are only two types of measuring instruments
in use for educational purposes. These are [X) Tests, used
in measuring the intelligence ana achievement of the pupil;
and (3) Scales, generally U3ed for describing the speed,
difficulty, or quality of pupil performance in terms of
definite units, or for evaluating an educational process
such as a recitation, cr to examine the efficiency of a
text book or school building.
A . To_st_3
Tests are classifies ^.s standaraized and m-
st andar di zea. There are a number of points of similarity
between these two cxasses such as comprehensiveness of
subject teste a, the Care essential to the construction of
the test, objectivity of scoring, ease of administration,
uniformity of trsting conditions provideu, and saving cf time
and energy for the more important task cf instruction. The
chief differences between standardized ana unst an,dar di zea
tests lie in such matters as the pur^ ose for which con stricta
and the statistical treatment to which the formc-r are sub-
jected, by which treatment they are standardize a. The usee
made cf these tests have already been discassed in Chapter
II
,
and will not be treated here.
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1. Advantages of Objective Teats ever Qld.-ty.jie Examinat ions x.
Certain advantages are t . be s = er. in the asv of
objective tests ever the Traditional type 'of csxarnir.ut ior.
:
a. They are more comprehensive. ZVery ir.vportd.nt phase
of t e subject ratter is included by means of a -.u.r c e r.u::. .^r
of short exercises, whereas, in ti.e old type examination with
its essay form of response onxy a very few queoti^ns Cd.il
hanuiea, limiting ,u..tdr uLy tr.= raiiga o_f wateridJ, coverea.
b. Tr.ey ^re mere c_j:efulxy const ructcs a . "i^ia Care is
exercised in the sexecticn of the test exercises, in the
statement of the questions, in the determination of the Vari-
ables to be measured, in the control of conditions of testing,
insofar as the struct are of the test may controx conditions,
and in the formulation ana adherence to a specific purpose
throughout the test. Especially is the force of this advant-
age seen m the construction of standardized tests wnich are
submitted to competent judges for evaluation ,th or ougmy testea
out in unselected groups, submitted to statist icai treatment,
norms discovered for age-groups and grades, and the matter
cf reliability and validity of the tests carefully estimated.
The essay tyre of examination usually requires no more time
for its construct i en than it takes the teacher to ought fully
write it out - a matter, usually, of onxy an hour or two. The
personal equation enters into the selection of qaeotions in
a marked degree when such a haphazard method is used.
1 - Borr and Burton - Supervisi on of In struct ion., Chap. IX

c. They are more objective. Test exercises are so con-
structed and arranged on the test sheet as that the marks of
the pupil .re quickly seen and scored as either right or wrong
That is, the question being one of fact, there- is only one
answer poeeiblej hence any two teachers w.ill agree in Bcoring
the papers. A aa irre^evu.nt factors are ruled cut, and the
specific ability being measured is objectively revere a. The
traditional examination,- _s has already been pointed out in
Chapter II. admits of a wide difference in scoring Vy differ-
ent teachers, due tc the personal judgment exercised in evul-
uat ing pu iis* an ewer s .
d. They provide for greater unifcrmity in testing con-
ditions. Tests strive tc eliminate the personal influence
of the tocic. er in etting pupil response, they attempt tc cow
trc- other conditions such as time, seating; equipment, ana
in every Way to make the response as rear normal as it is
poesibie to do so. Furthermore, in the Case of standardize a
tests, the accompanying instructions attempt to control these
conditions by making them uniform wherever the test is given.
This is in order that results cbt.. ined may be compared, and
the standing of a pupil or class may be accurately estimated
in relation t^ norms wiiich nave oeen est-.-AiSi.ea on the
asis of each test.
c. Tney consume less time and energy. On the part of
the i i
.. ,
little effort is demanded in the, ieq u. 1 re-?
sponses such A s writing, etc. sc that his attention maybe
given tc the thought necessary for marking the right ^nsers.
7 n this way a large number of exercises may be covered in a

small -.mount of time, and with relative ease . On the cart
of the teacher, the papers can be scored much faster and
with greater ease than is possible in the case of tradi-
tional examinations, In the latter it is necessary to read
through a great many papers each of which usually consists
of a large number of illegibly written pages which ore
lacking in uniformity of arrangement, and which may contain
elements of merit and dei: erit ir.ara to locate. Tms necessi-
tates so much time and energy for scoring that the teacher
is limited to the use of only a few such examinations uuring
the course of a term. The new type of test solves the prob-
lem in several ways: (i) Many tests can be administered in
the process of a course of study, tnereby getting a truer
measure cf the process measured; (2) The time and energy
saved may be used by the t~aci-er in teaching a greater amount
of material m a given time; (5) Teaching ra^y be directed
to better purpose since the situation may be adeqa^texy
measured with repeated tests.
2. Limitations of Objective Tests.
There are definite limitations to the use of
objective tesis which we must not overlook :n this discussion.
In _rder to be more specific we shaij. treat th e se limita-
tions under the separate types of test.
a. Limitations cf the standardized test . The standard-
ized test has certain limitations which do not apply to the
unst »ndar di ze d test, a few of which arc as fonows: (i) cost;
(3) comparatively few in number; and (3) specific needs of
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the CxaS8 not always met.
Cos t . Because atari aar di ze d teats are ;.rcducfca at con-
sider able exjjense they must be sold tc users at a price
that is often prohibitive, except in very limited numbers.
Such a iirr.it ^t ion of the number of teste used lessens thei2
Vuiue greatly. To secure the best results, tesis must be
repeated often during the course of a term of schoci,
several tests being necessary to measure one function per-
taining to the masjery of only one subject* The cost per
pupil, when adequate testing is administered, runs ui into
figures that stagger the ordinary school bc^rd.
Small number of Tests. Standardize a tests are growing
in number every year. Yet for a given subject, anu for
certwwin processes, a comparatively limited number are
available at p re sent. The teacher is constantly facing
new emergencies which call for the use of a type of test
not available on the market, and if she were limited only
to standardized tests, she could gft no help in such emer-
gencies .
Spe cifi c nee ds of the class not met. Growing cit of
the cbove limitation is the f&.ct that standardized teste
do not meet many of the specific needs of classroow in-
struction. These needs are often temporary and subordinate
to the greater needs that are, indeed, met Dy standard test 3,
but they are nevertheless felt needs for which the teacher
must look elsewhere for aid. There -re times in the conduct
of her class work when the teacher needs a quick testing
instrument, not necessarily standard nc* absolute in its

resu-ts, but simply a teaching device which will stimulate
her pupils to greater and. more sust dined, effort. Fcr the
solution of these smaller, thtmgh insistent, problems we
turn to unstanuar dized tests for help,
b. Limitations cf the un st~n d&r ai ze d tests. For a
treat tnent of the limitations of the un standardi zea t e st s
in their various forms, reference is made to the able
treatment of them given in Peterson's little beck, The
Preparation and rJse of Mew-Type Fxaminat i ons . 1 Among
their limitations may be mentioned the following: (1)
They cannot take the place cf standardized tests; (3)
They are only relative in their measure ; (3) They a-e net
as objective as standardized tests; (4) they are only a
supplement to standardized tests.
However, there -re a number of definite ad-
vantages to be seen in the use of unstondardi zed tests
which correspond to the limitations noted under the dis-
cussion of standardized tests. These advantages, which do
not require elaboration, are, (O They are inexpensive, ana
therefore equally practical in all types cf schocj.s> (2)
They are relatively flexible as to purpoee and construction
to meet ae finite emergencies; (3) They can be constructs a
in any number as the teacher sees the need for them in
her wcr k .
1
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3. Traditional Exan.inat ion 8 made Objective.'1
Closely related to the subject of objective testes,
and deserving con si aeration at this i-oint, is the use of
traoitici.ux type of examinations niiich have uscn treated
in such a way as tf secure a r#ther auiisi^ctcry decree of
objectivity. The following steps have been su^ e^tea for
making Examinations objective: (1) setting up standards
for scoring (3) assigning relative values to the etaiid-
aras such as : 1 point for neatness, 2 points for organi-
zation of facts, 3 points for pertinency of facts to topic,
ana 4 points for validity of tne ar^acent
,
making a fc.pta1
of 10 possible points for sach question; (3) and scoring.
In scoring this type of examination it is necessary first,
to consider each question separately throughout the entire
stack of paper 8, thus decreasing the subjectivity of scor-
r. t ; second, to take the standards one by one and evaluate
each answer on the basis cf these standards; third, when
one question has been care full; evaluated in this way
through all tne papers, pass to tne next question ana ^c
through the same process. Sucn steps tenu to eliminate
the personal element in judging the work of the xu_. us.
It is claimed that this method of handling the
essay type examination makes it just as objective as the
new type tests. Special care should be exercis.- d, however,
in the construction of the questions in order that a ready
I -Russell, Cha,B ;. - Cxassrocm Test s, One; . VII]

analysis of the pupil's answers may be made. The chiei
advantage cf this type of examinati on is in the opportunity
it gives the pupil for in de;endent thought and cr^'-nizat ion
c f material . Iven so, the exclusive use of essay examina-
tions would be very unwise in the light of the limitations
already noted in connecti can with their use. The most Im-
portant arawdao; is in the enormous amount cf time and labor
involved in the scoring cf papers, the papers cf one typical
C068 requiring several aays for oojective scorin- . Their
greatest va^ae is seen in ueing them aior.. with some form
of un standardized test or as a part c f a battery cf tests.
The three types cf examination discussed above
si ouid be used inter ch&ng eab ly in the classroom to meet
specific needs cf the pu_ lis. V»'hen Btandar di zed tests are use
they should be used alone, and with a specific purpose in
view. The various forms cf informal tests ana ti.o essay
type examination may be used in combination in a single test-
ing problem. This enables the teacher to approach the same
situation from several angles at the same time. li also
enables the pupil to give the best account cf himself since
he may respond more readily to cne type of exercise than to
an ot h e r .
B
.
Scale
8
Scaj.es describe performance or an educational pro-
cess in terms of uniform or graduated units. They are used in
two differenx ways; first, as apj lied to the results cf tests,
and second as rating scales applied to personal qualities and
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qualifications, or to recitations or other educational pro-
cesses, or to sci-coi plants and curriculum materials.
1. Test Scales. The di fference ^between a test and a
scale is that a test secures the perfcr marce of the ;.upii in
certain definite ways, while the scale measures and aescri.e3
that performance according to definite units. Scales describe
performance in three ways:
a. The ^ate of Performance'. In this case units of equal
value are indicated on the scale, and the number of units a
pupil is able to accomplish in a given time describes .:is
rate of perfcr ..r ce . A sc~ie cf this nature may be illustrated
as i'oixows: ///// /////////////• unit
has the same value, anu it is a matter of speed of performance
as to what tne pupil's score wii^ be.
b. The Difficulty of performance. Here the units are
graduated upon an increasing scale of difficulty, thus:
L—L L L L i L U
The pupil who can perform u- to tr.e first unit only is rated as
very low in comparison to the one who is able to pass 6 or 7
units, and each unit gives a certain difficulty vai.ic to hie
performance
.
c. The Quality of Performance. Here we have a sc&le
consisting of a series cf sample prcuucts ranging all the way
from ww very poor to a very excellent example, with a v^l_.;
1

assigned to each. The Ayre's handwriting scale is one of this
type . By comparing a pupil's handwriting with the scale and
finding the sample it is most alike on the ?.Caie a quantitative
value may be assigned to a performance wnicn is quaii t it at ive .
These three measurements :f performance are not ax-
ways of equal importance in a test, and sometimes only one of
them is measured, sometimes two, ana sometimes ail three, ac-
cording as the examiner sees the need for evaluating them.
There is some chance for difference of Opinion in
the rating of a quality performance by comparing it with the
scale, ana therefore this particular type of scale is not so
objective as the ethers. Revert he xess, it is Very useful in
furnishing a standard of achievement, ana in estimating the
emphasis which should be placed on that particular part of
classroom instruction.
2 - rating Scales
There are in general, two types of rating scales:
Persona j. rating and Score cards,
a. Personam rating.
(i). Pupil-rat in e scaxes. In these, we have usually
a scale for each schooi habit or trait consisting of three
degrees of excellence from very poor, through medium, to ex-
cellent and the rating of a child for any particular trait b
estimated along the scale according to the best opinion -f fee
scorer, not necessarily direct iy on one of the three points
given, but shading between ti em as in the opinion :f the scorer
the ch i id posses se s more or iess of a trait .
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(3). Teacher-rating sc&ias. X&sse have oe=n aeviseu
for the improvement of teachers, and cover every phase of
teacher personality which make for success in teaching. A
-cod example of rating Boa-le« for teachers is found in one
constructed bv T .H . Shutte , which is composed of the follcw-
ing general qualities: (a) Personal and social qualities;
(b ) cooperative qualities; (c) .-.eldership; (d) Scientific
and professional, attitudes; and (e) Teaching ability.
In the scale mentioned each of these general traits is anal-
yzed by means cf from li to 27 specific questions each call*
ing for a rating in a single as- ect cf the general trait.
The rating in the general trait is the average of the spec-
ific ratings. A combined rating may oe founu which is trie
average of the ratings in the five general traits.
In making practical use of teacher -rat ing scales
Care must be exercised lest the teacher misunderstand their
real purpose and become offended at tn is effort to "criti-
cise her weaknesses." It is advised at the start the teacher
be given a scale on which to rate herself without requiring
ttoat she submit her rating to the supervisor. The supervisor
may even have his staff rate him as a supervisor, announcir-
the composite scores for their interest. The subjective ele-
ment enters into even the most Careful rating. Nevertheless
the scales serve a very useful purpose i'n two definite ways,
first, in setting up a ftigh standard, and second in evaluating
the elements of this star.uard. The objectivity cf scoring
ox the ±ack of it, :r,ake s little difference to the values

wnicfi coma to the tekdhers from their use . The Value of
teacher-rat ing scales is seen both as a guide t c improve-
ment ana as a. measure of present qualities.
What has been said : f teacher -rating scales may
be Bald .f pupil-ratin e scaxes in general . Both are designed
;.rimar ily for stimulating a© If-improvement by r.oiding up
certain well analyzed ideai3 for achievement . They ar =
sadly abased if applied to individual! in an adverse and
critical way, or for getting a strictly objective rating
of the individual j ana the supervisor should understand
that their chief use is in self-guidanc^ ana self-improve-
ment .
Schutte 1 gives the following uses to be made of
the t each er -rat ing scale: (1) To single out qualities for
improvement; (3) To analyse a teacher for employment and
promotion; (3) AS an aid in the supervision cf teachers by
providing a concrete basis for conference; (4) For use by
classes in education to point the way to analysis; (5)
As a guide in observing others for self-improvement ; (6)
As a guide ctnd basis for discussion in teachers' meetings
tc produce con sci c a3ne ss cf details and teaching merit.
The limitations cf these scales i.ave already been
brou ht out in the above discussion, but two definite limi-
tations should be singled out nere before weaving the subject;
(1) They are much xess objective than tests. In no sense
Can ti.ey take the place cf tesxs in evaluating perscri^
1 - Schutte - Scale for Rating Teachers.

trait s and achievements. (2) They ore peculiarly subject
tc the "halo" weakness. The scorer will invariably tend,
tc rute high the person to whom he may be atiracteu per-
sonally, even though the personal traits in the scale have
been carefully analyzed for more objective observation,
b . Score -cards .
The score-card is a n sys; smatic enumeration of the
elements that make up any whole so that in
_
assin fc ipuutment
on this WiiOxe attention is directed to every significant
feature that enters into it. ,,x A score-card is composed of
a series cf scales designed for the measuring of complex
situation 8 and processes, ^ such as school plants, an edu-
cational system, teaching equipment, materials of study, or
the process of a recitation. Two outstanding values are to
be realized in the careful use of the score-Card:
It forces tho investigator to expldre every rel-
evant phase of the process or situation. Personal interest
in any specific phase is thus checked, up, and the scorer
seeks out many things he otherwise mi ht possibly have
overlooked
.
(3). It is a reminder of relative values. Standard
values are assigned each item in the score-card and composite
values cf various sections have been carefully baxanced in
accordance with expert opinion. An investigator who has
been in the habit of assigning undue Value tc one phase to
1- The Indiana Survey-Vol .11 . Part 111, Chap .V 1 1 ,p .106 . C . C . Feter s
<d- Han son j f.L, -Supervision of Religious Education Through
Objective Tests and Measurements. B.U .Bullet in
July 10, 1924. p. 4

the discrea.it of another may refer to the v&iaes assigned
on the score-card for checking up his own personal bias.
SUMMARY
Two general classes of measuring instruments hare
been discussea in this chapter, with their varieties of types
I . Tests
1. Stanaardized Tests
2. Unstandard! zed Tests
3. Traditional type examinations made objective
B . Scale s
1. Test Scales
2. Rating Scaj.es
It has been the purpose cf -.his chapter to point
out both the va.ue and the limitations cf the instruments
of eaucat ionai. measurements. Both xn.- critic ana the en-
thusiast would do well to weigh carefully the arguments
of both sides of the que tion of the practical use cf tests
and measurement before making a final decision in regard to
them
.



PART TWO
SUPERVISION OF RgLIGIQUS EDUCATION
THROUGH OBJECT IV l- :yS".P ^ ITT
S

INTRODUCTORY STA1 EMENT :
A full treatment of the subject of Part Two
nrould necessitate the rspetition of much of the content
of Part One, for the two field* are closely rexateu.
Therefore, the procedure in Part Two will be largely that
of facing problems that are peculiar to Religious Education,
taking for granted that the common problems have been ade-
quately presented already. Repetitions will occur, but an
effort nas been made to repeat only in cases of needed
emphasi s
.
It is assumed that Religious Education is a vital
part of the general scheme of education ana we pass by that
phase of discussion for the central problem as indicated in
the title of Part Twc
.

CHAPTER W .
THE SCIENTIFIC NATURE OF THE SUPERV I SI ON
QF RfrLlG IOUS EOJCATIQM

THE SCIENTIF IC NATURE
_0 F THE SUPE ^7 IS ION QF.B&LIG IQU 3 £DPGAT I ON
A . De finit ion of Religious g auc^ti on
i. In terms of Reii ious changes produced in the child..
In Part One a definition of education tfaa tiven
based on Thorndi/e's quantitative view of the process, ana
it was pointed out how useful this definition was as d basis
for the discussion cf educational i.-s^sarements. A similar
advant
a
& e is sought in Part Two by defining r exi t ious educa-
tion in quantitative ter,:.a. Such ^ definition, staiea
simply, would be the production cf religious changes in the
child. The amount of change .in a given time is more or
less subject to objective measurement, and may be scientif-
ically treated*
3. In terms of an analysis of the elements cf rexigiois
education in which definite cuan.es are scugut . Such an an-
alysis mi^ht be iTiu.de i*1 several different ways, out trie
following is nero su^rsied:
a. Knowledge cf the riiaieriais of religious ed.ucu.tion,
(l) Biblical knowledge; (3) Ext ra-bibi icai knowledge*
b. Attitudes and appreciation, (1) Faith m G-od and
reliance on him; (3.' Devotion to Christ; (3) Attitude toward
life - a quest or auventure; (4) Appreciation cf .Literature
an d -r t
.
c. Skills in Christian nvin6j (1) Prayer ; (3; leader-
ship ; (3) Cooperation, etc.
d. Conduct. Personal r esponsibixit y and social self-
cont ro 1
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B. Objective measurements Issentiai to effective supervision
of religious education.
1. A certain amount of measuring must go with all super-
vision. Consciously or unconsciously, the au-srvisor up^ xiea
hie own method of evaluation to every educational Situation.
Ola methods of oaucation produced many gooa results, but it
was due to the fact th_t some on= or more in the scnooi was
able to "size up" the problems ana take uavanta^e of proven
values and methods. No progress is possible without some de-
gree of measurement.
3. Subjective methods are inefficient.
The traditional method of measuring educational
progress in religion has been even more subjective ana ciased
than that in secular education. The matter has at ^-e^st ae-
manded papers and examinations by which to evaluate achieve-
ment. The Sunday Schools of America, which have borne the
chief burden of religious education in the past, have been
so very haphazard in their methods that they have commanded
the respect and loyalty of only a small proportion of the
population, cold have proven entirely inadequate to meet the
demands of tne modern world.
3. Objective Measurements facilitate the work of super-
vision. This is done by making his evaluations factual,
definite, impersonal, and more reliable as a guide to the
improvement of school procedure. Three aefinite steps in
scientific supervision were ruined in Part One, (which 1
here repeat in a brief way) as made possible by objective
measurements: (a) They assist in establishing
.
Oais for
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school acl-i 3V ement ; (b) they evaluate the conditions of pro-
treGSj (c) they furnish checks by which progress is measured.
C
.
Principles of Sujpjgrjr i si on in religious Educ at ion
In Part One a comprehensive discussion of the
Ijrincipies unaeriying educational supervision was given.
The same principles apply to supervision in the field of
religious education as given there. Bui this particular
field presents ; ecu liar problems not discoverea in secular
education and for that reason attention should be directed
tc these problems as they affect supe rv ision
.
1. Voluntary teachers. In the public schcoxs the
teachers are paid a definite salary on the oasis of which
considerable pressure m„y be brought to bear by the super-
visor for the improv ement of instruction. A sc^ie of ^rad-
uated salaries stimu lutes the teachers to a desire for ad-
vancement and larger salaries. No such advantage exists
in religious education, and the supervisor must appeal to
ether motives, as social approval, love of children, desire
to serve, etc. His task is in purifying these motives,
winning the teachers over tc the higher motives oniy, and
on the dynamic of these motives to inspire them to utilize
every neip m the efficient conduct of their work.
2. Indifferent Public Opinion. This is an administra-
tive, as well as a supervisory problem. But it touches su-
pervision in the attitude of the pu/iis to their work. The
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pubiic schools of our country are supported by an intar ested
public opinion, and the pupils are generally affected by this
to The extent of possessing a desire for real achievement in
their work. But in religious education, public opinion is
lacking except with a very few families in each community
who support the church. LVen ixere the enthusiasm ana moral
backing is often decidedly -ess than that given public educa-
tion. This attitude reflects itself in the attitude of the
children who very naturally sense the difference in value
placed on the two forms of education by the parents.
The supervisor has this nan die..; to overcome in
religious education in that both the parents' ana the pupils'
interest must be aroused to the enu that the pupils may make
more satisfactory progress in tneir worK.
3. The general attitude toward the scientific approach
to religion. This is a real problem in many places for the
reason that religion is thought to be too intangible ana
spiritual for such an approach. The supervisor's task here
is to so handle this phase cf his work as to conserve every
value held dear to the church and to show thai thi s approach
,
rather than destroys, enhances the method of realizing those
Vaj.ua o
.
SUMMARY
Summarizing the discussion cf Chafer IV., we are
boia to assert that the supervision of religious education
is a scientific task, and that its procedure must be similar
in every way to that of the supervision of secular education,
as far as the general considerations cf definition, principles,

ana their use of measurements are concerned. Succeeding
chapters will take up the more unique problems of religious
education as they differ from those of the secular field of
e due at ion .

CHAPTER V .
MEASUREMENTS AND THE SUPERVISION OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

MEASURE MENTS AND THE SUPE tV 181 OW F R^lIGt? OJS EDUCAT ION
A. Special problems in the use of .Measurements in Religions
E ducat i on .
Having discussed the scientific nature of super-
vision in religious education and find in c : it to be qompara-
ble to that cf sscuia^ education in general, we come now to
certain definite problems that are more or less peculiar
to religious education as it airn3 to make use of educational
measurement a
.
1. Problems growing oat of the limitations of the present
measuring instruments.
Two serious limitations are here noted, which are
rather expected by reason cf the reia.tiV5iy short time that
has been given to measurements in this field. Beth limita-
tions should diminish in the future, though, perhaps, they
may not altogether disappear .
a. The instruments are limited a3 tc the number avail-
able. Goodwin B. Watson 1 e ives a summary of the tests now
available in the field of religious euueation in his recent
work in this field. This does not include other types of
measurements, such as is contained in the Indiana Survey,
Volume II for use in evaluating the curriculum, church plants,
etc. bat it does reveal the fact that the instruments now at
hand ^re comparatively limited. Such a limitation as this
narrows the usefulness cf measurements in several ways:
1
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(i). A very inadequate measure of the educat ion«l prc-
auct is given. We have alrea.^y had occasion to say that an
adequate invest igat ion of all the traj.^S, or even of one
tiu.it, in a Ci.ild with all hi 3 changing moods ana emotions
requires very many uses of similar tests over a period of
time. The standardized tests now ready for ase will do no
more than start us in 3uch an investigation.
(3). We are forced to a limited and uncertain standard
of educational instruction for the pxesent . The otu.nda.rds
of Religious Education -re now m a state of flux
_.
cnding
farther invest ig at ion and research into the problem from
many angles.
(3). It necessitates undue emphasis on informal tests
and personal judgments. Objectivity of treatment is thus
curtailed to a large extent, although the ase of teacher'
3
classroom tests, with their objective scoring, is valuable.
b. Measuring instruments in religion are crude at present.
(1) . They now measure the lower levels cf religious
growth, such as the acquisition of factual materials, though a
few measure ethical judgments and attitudes. Q^ly one at-
tempts to measure conduct, ana in that one the measurement
is limited, to a single virtue. The field is m need of much
intensive research work and the construction of measuring
instruments which will further objectify the whole task of
religious education.
(2) . They measure spiritual traits on_y indirectly.
Perhaps the time will never come when direct measurement of
spiritual traits will be accompli sr. ed. But as the situation
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now stands, too few contacts are being made even indirectiy , to
get any true picture of the spiritual growth of a cniid. There
is a need for many more of these indirect measures, in the
absence of direct observations, so that a more composite view
may be obtained of the central and controlling forces govern-
ing the lifecf the child.
(3). They secare but partial and inadequats results.
The question of relativity comes m here to moaify this state-
ment, as, indeed, m aix tne a.-.ove points. In comparison nith
oxd methods, the results obtainea from tne few measurements
we now have are superior and much more adequate, bat as com-
pare a to the ideal of standardization and objectivity, as
applied to the whole scope of rexigious education, the recent
instruments aj ear hopelessly inadequate for the task impose a
on them
.
3. Problems growing out of the. nature of the process
measured.
a. The intangible nature of spiritual factors.
Tt is extremely difficult to analyze and objective ±y
investigate spiritual characteristics. For instance, just what
is reverence^ Psychologists attempt to p-ive us some of the
factors entering into reverence, cut the psychologists xeuve
us just where we were before in using terms that are themselves
just as hard to analyze for measurement . Our best approach at
the present time is to analyze the specific acts ana aititaues
of reverence
.
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b . The necessity at present for an indirect approach to
spiritual factors. This is accomplished through specific
skills and abilities which make up those factors. The child's
ability to think in terms of the concept nGcd rt , his acquired
attitudes toward God and prayer, his ability to express him-
self reverently, together with other basic elements entering
into his act s cf reverence, seem to be the only basis at
present for evaluating the trait called reverence . This
limitation runs throughout the entire list of t'rafts found
in the goals cf religious education.
c. The difficulty of securing erformahce consistent
with the ability or attitude being measured.
(I), In the first place', it is hard to controx the?
conuitions of measurements so that a functional relation is
constantly maintained between performance and the thing we
are attempting to measure. The pupii will be influenced by
the least turn of affairs surrounding the measuring project •
Often the ur.suspected attitude of the teacher will cause the
papii to perform very differently from that cf his normal am
spontaneous reaction. To eliminate this aiff*icuTty the test
is often made in a way that the pupil will not be av/cjre he
is being tested at the time. This may seem Unethical at first
sight, but do we not precede a'long just this line in cur per-
sonal judgments? After ail, our objective is to get the
real state of mind cf the child in his normal, everyday re-
actions to life situations, and not the highly intellectual
attitude assumed when he thinks he is being tested, or is to
be ^raded for his oerformance .
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(3). Objectivity of scoring becomes more difficult as
we pass into the more eiusive xeveis of human achievements.
Religious traits ars so complex, ana are often found, in com-
pany with each other so closely related ana intertwined, that
it ie very difficult to mark off tne limits of a single trait
and say we nave just so much of it ana no more. Therefore cn
any scale th^t may be devised, one scorer will differ from
another in evaluating the same product or process of religion.
The best that Can be accomplished fcr tni ;rs3ant is to ~n^i-
y'ze, as best we can, every factor to be taken into account,
break them up into as many parts as they are capable of, ana
then attempt to train teachers and leaders to evaluate them
a 3 nearly as possible in accordance with standards that have
been agreed on by those who are competent to evaluate them.
It is highly necessary that we recognize the limi-
tations and the problems that face us in planning the use of
measurements, so that we may modify our testing program from
time to time in the light of these problems. Seme will say
that the problems ars too ^reat ana the limitations are too
serious to allow for any worth while results at ail from the
ass of measurements, ana therefore there is no sense in wast-
ing time with them. Others are likely to become too enthusi-
astic and fail to see the limitations and the problems in-
volved, ana try to make them a "cure-ail'1 for every eauca-
tional trouble. It is cowardly to take the former position,
and extremely foolhardy to assume the latter. Tne avoidance
of either of these extremes will be necessary for tne suc-
cessful supervisor of religious education.
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B. The Measurement of Specific Abilities Conditioning Religious
Growth .
In the discussion of measurement s as applied tc
religious education, we shall find it a help to Specify cer-
tain definite abilities which condition religious growth,
x. Abilities Classified.
Authorities classify the basic abilities condition-
ing rexirious development in various ways. The cxa.ssi fi ca-
tion given here is merely su
_
e stive, and aoe3 not claim to
be final in any sense .
a. The acquisition of content material".
(1) . Biblical and Extra-Biblical subject matter.
The acquisition bf the factual information
contained in a given course of study is the simplest form of
education, ana it is comparatively easy to analyze and mea-
sure the performance or a pupil on tr.is level. The import-
ance of this sort of knowleoge, however, has been under-
estimated by many who would discredit the method of measure-
ment proposed her e . The fac,ts of religious knowledge are
basic tc forming religious judgments and to the "; lilding cf
Christian chdraicter, and they deserve tnelr rightful place
in the order uf things re li<_ i:u s.
(2) . Ethica-i -nu Religious Ideas.
The ability cf the pu ii to "think in"a the
subject matter is net so simple as "knowletfge about" that

material. It is harder and. ccrr e spending iy mere important
to evaluate the ideational elements of the child's i,ncwiea 3
of a coarse than to measure his mastery of tne iuet3. 'iha number
and nature .f the pup^jlie ethical and religious iaeas, xhe
ability to relate the facts h© has xi„rr.iu to cencepxs, ana
the intelligent use of <a vocabulary in reii^ic.-.s and ethical
ideas, all are important steps in his religious training,
and -j- re xhersf ere worthy of Careful measurement.
b. The acquisition of ski 11 3.
It cannot be doubted that a child s:.ouid be given
training and guidance m ma.fcj.ng judgments vixal to his ethical
and religious deve iopment
,
anu in how to form decisions m
Xhe light of hi 8 juagm&nt s. He wiii ne«a to xearn how to make
discriminations between one course of action and cuiotner , now
to forsee possible consequences of each choice, ana how to
use his best judgment in deciding the course 01 action to
pursue. The ability to pray, to sing, to speak inX eiiigenX iy
on religious subjecXs, to -articip^xe in discussions, ana to
assist in the sedation of proolems, are evidences of the
acquisition of religious and moral sk.ij.x3 which are e sa^nx iai
to the full development of the religious life.
c. The acquisition of dynamic factors.
There are many emotional and dynamic elements in tie
development cf the reu^ious experience. The child's interest
in various things, his attitudes socially and religiously, his
ideals and motives from which spring ail the conduct of life,
his prejudices, his likes and dislikes, everything xhax makes
up his emoXicnal experience, whether in school or out, power-
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fuily influence his religious development . It is ccmparat ively
recently that any efforts have been made to measure these
psychological phenomena and now that science has led the
way, religion is taking adjyrantage of the facsfca of • scientific
discovery tc make its work more effective and lasting. Again,
it is more difficult t aea.8ure dynamic qualit lee objectively
than the more factual attainments of the memory,, but its •
importance makes the effort, however imperfect, nae.il wcrth-
whi le .
d. The acquisition of character traits.
This is a synthesis of all the above points, as
character is vitally concerned with each of the factors
under discission above. And so we have now oome to the most
complex of all - the process of uniting the intellectual
emotional, and the performance elements of human nature in
order to erect conduct controls that will result in tne
full rounded Christian character. 1 However, with ail its
complexity, specialists are attempting to measure character
in its entirety as well as in its parts. The Committee on
Cnaracter Education Inquiry of Teacher's College, Columbia
University, led by professors Hartshorne and Hay, is attempt-
ing research work m this difficult field at present. The
report of this committee before the Religious Education
Convention m Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, on March 9, 1928,
showed significant progress toward its goal •
1 - Religious Education. Vol.XXHI, March, 1938. "Taking
our Religious Measure
" ,
by A. Kcimes.
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2. Measuring Instruments now available for use m
Religious Education."1
Slowly those wno are experimenting in the Lc^sare-
rr.eht of religious characteristics and skills are evolving
a system of standardized measuring instruments to meet the
growing demand in the field. Early achievements in this
direction were, as would naturally be supposed, in the
simpler processes, such as the knowledge of f^ets, and
other intellectual skills. But we are aware that "cut of
the heart are the issues cf life", and there is a more in-
sistent demand for accurate evaluation of the motives,
emotions, and purposes of the child. In the catalogue of
instruments given here we have followed, in general, the
order of difficulty, from simple to complex, from the in-
fermotional type to the emotional und character type cf
tests. A warning is given by W^tson^ concerning the use of
certain types cf instrument dealing with the emotional fact-
or 8 in child life, especially in the attempt to cure un-
stable cases. Always the advice, if not the personal assist-
ance, of & trained specialist shouia be sscurea when such
instruments are used in the ordinary Sunday School.
Tn the following list c f instruments; we 1. ave
depended largely cn the thirty irstrumsnts now available
given by Wat son J*
~~1- Relfjloua E'ducaTicn, Vcl.XXTIT, March, 103£, "What Telrts
Can we use in Church Sc. cols", by Goodwin By.Watson
2- Telpher's Cc liege, Co:.trib .it icn to Edu Cat i on , No . 175
"The Measurement cf Fair Handedness" . p.l, G.B. Watson
3- Religious Education, Vol . 2S IT I , March , '±12 , "' vhat Tests
can we use in Church Schools", p. 317, By G .B .Wat son
4- Wat s on
,
G o oaw in B . Exper i :-.ent ~i ion an^ Mea sure.-aent i n
Religious Education, Cnap.IV.

a. True Tests, of Pencil and Paper Type.
(i). The Whitley Biblical Knowledge Tests.
These consist Of one form for the Old Testarr.ent
and two forms for the New Te st anient , ana i.ave fcr tneir pur-
pose the measurement of the knowledge about the Bible. The
exercises are in the form of questions or statements with a
multiple choice answer printed opposite fcr the child to bark.
The scoring is rr.^de objective by counting cn_y the answers
that are right .
No norms are available on these tests, but they
have been given to a large number of unselected groups cf
children of ail ages; the scores have been statirsttoally
treated, and they are in the process 6'f being standardized
as to reliability and Validity. Agrs to which they may be
given are from ten up, and the time required is 30 minutes
far each form
.
(3). Giles Sunday School Examination A.
This is a True-False test, the purpose of which
is to test the Biblical information based on the Uniform
Lessons cf the Sunday Schools. It consists cf 3 parts:
Old Testament knowledge, New Testament knowledge, and Ethical
Ideas. These tests are accompanied with norms from 3,000
pupils and the reliability as shewn between Old Testament and
New Testament sections is .50. It is interesting to note an
almost total lack of correlation between either tx.e o^d Test-
ament or New Testament Tests on the one hand and the ethical
judgment test on the other, which seems to indicate a xack
of carry-over from knowiedgment of the Bib±e to its ethical

...
. - . ~
1
application in n le
.
( 3 ) . Chu rch Sen oo 1 E xam i ri at i on A lph a .
This is the Bc3ton University revision of the
Giles Sunday School Examination A, usin^ the same material
but altering its form to eliminate the objectionable feat-
ures discovered in True -False testing of biblical ifiCffledge .
It 8 purpose is to test the knowledge of biblical facts as
contained in the Uniform Lessens of -.he Sunday School, and
to test the knowledge of ethical principles which are ex-
pected to result from a proper mastery of this biblical
material. It consists of 35 exercises m the Old Testament,
35 in the New Testament, and 35 on ethical principles, all in
multiple choice form. It may be given to children 10 years
of age and upward. This test has not been staridar di zed
.
(i). Laycock Test cf Biblical Information.
The purpose of this test is, as the name indicates,
to test the knowledge cf statements made in the Bible, with-
out regard for creed, church, mental, or moral ability. It
is multiple choice in form ana i3 in 3 sections of 35 exer-
cises each. It :s designed for use with ages i3 to 16, and
each section should be timed. A scoring sheet accompanie
s
the test, and objective results are Obtained. Norm! are est-
blished on the basis of testing 1115 cases in Canada. The
mean scores cf the total number are given, as alsc those cf
the girls alone and boys alone and those of each age group,
13 to 16.
1_ Indi ana Survey, Vol. II. Discussion on thi3 Bubject 4
. p. 3S6

()• Mu it i c xc-ch oice Test of Religious Ideas.
This is produced, by Boston University, Schoox of
Religious education. The purpose is to ascertain the act ja.
religious ideas cf children cr adults, whether in the church
school cr out of it. It contains 10 questions, each having
15 suggested answers. The pupil is to check the 5 best in
each group, and thus give an ide~ of his mental equi-ment
in religious ideas. The scoring and reliability of this
test are baseu on the criticism of a number of religious
leaders. No norms are farm sr. a a.
(6) . Union Tests of Religious Ideas.
The purpose of this test is to measure intellect-
ual factors in religiois development. It consists of question
usually answered by "Yes" or ""Jo", on ideas about God, Jesus,
Prayer, etc. Also, it contains a comr.ietion exercise giving
the story of the Bible testing the knowledge of its contents
and re lat ion ships . Form I is designed for grades Til to VIII
and Form II for the High Scnooi ana aauits. Score sneets
are furnished with the tests, A reliability of .90 w$s ob-
tained for form II, ^na norms are being established. The val
idity shews a correlation of .25 with intelligence.
(7) . Union Test cf Ethical Judgment.
The purpose is to measure the development of en-
lightened social and ethical standards, especially for re-
ligious educational groups. It eontair.s exercises and ques-
tions of the "yes-no" type, or exer cases of the "excellent-*
fair, poor" type, dealing with choosing courses in school,
finding life work, and many other everyday solutions of life
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situations. Form ! is for grades III to VII I, and form II.
is for High School dna Aaaxts. Score sneets are famished
with the tests. The reliability of form II is. S3, ana tne
validity shows a correlation of .33 with int e liigence .
(o). Fernaid Ethical Perception Test, No.37,105.
The purpose is to evaluate the possession of Knowl-
edge of right and wronr . This i 3 important in placing respon-
sibility, but has little worth in measur ing actual ccndact .
It consists of 10 ethical questions, 7 of which are of the
wyes-no" tyre, and 3 answered by taking one or the other
of alternate courses Sa^ested. It is BQOred by co^ax in^
the percentage cf correct answers.
(3). Fernaid Ethical Discrimination Test, No. 36, 035.
The purpose of this test is to furnish a way of
Judging the moral work of the pupil in order to understand
his mentality ana to correct judgment of his responsibility.
Some insight into the moral nmake-u_ f of a pupil is obtained
from a 3tudy of the arrangement in the craer of tneir worth
cf etnicai offences from 1 to 10. The test consists cf one
large card and ten slips of cardboard containing offenses to
be arranged in a series from the least to the greatest in the
order of gravity. Directions for giving are furnished with
the test .
(10). Brotemarkle Comparison Test.
The purpose of this test is to find, by compara-
tive arrangement Of moral concepts, the pupil's estimate of
its meaning. It consists of 7 test exercises, 7 wor^s in e~?n
with varying ae£ rees of meaning, with the two extremes ic-
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cated at each end of a line. The pupil ia to oiace the re-
maining 5 words in the order he thinks right aiong the line
between these extremes. This is desi.ned to be administered
to High School students, or to adults.
(li) . A Brief Test m Religious Education
test
The purpose of the a is to &ive in brief time, a
fair idea of religious and ethical development of groups
in the Ohurch School. It consists cf 30 "yes-no" type
questions on the Bible, God, Jesus, etc. and 10 instances
from every day life in which the pupil is asked to judge
which cf 4 cr 5 alternatives would be the rest thing to do
or say. It rruy be given to any age above 9 years, and the
time required is about 15 minutes for pupi is in the oth
grade. Se xi-corr e xat ion of the test snows r« .4:5. The
valiaity is estimated on the basis . f the judgment of
leaaers of Boys' Cxubs.
(13). Koh's Ethical Discrimination Test.
The purpose cf this test is to measure signifi-
cant ethical knowledge and ability to make essentia moral
judgments, interpretations and decisions. It consists cf
exercises giving social and moral situations fro:.! n fe , ana
the pupi a is askeu to make his choice cf alternate decisions.
It 13 to be given to pupils li years old and up. bach exer-
cise must be carefully timed, and 20 minutes given to the
entire test. Scoring directions are given in accompanying
manual
.
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(13). Chasseii Foresight of Consequences Test.
The purpose: To ascertain the young person's
ability to foresee possible consequences of certain given
courses of action ana. to assist in d»T eloping proper de-
cisions in life in tne light of foreseen consequences. It
consists of stories giving co. crete situations with possible
reactions to each on the part of the pupix, and possible con-
sequences which might follow. The pupil marks the conse-
quences he thinks important and his choice of action. It is
designed for ages 13 to 16.
fe>. Tests - Performance type
Voeiker Tests of Trustworthiness.
The purpose of these tests is to create situations
that are iust as natural as may be obtained, in which the boy
shall respond in a normal fashion to an environment which
has been carefully designed to brir.g out the degree of trust-
worthiness he possesses. It consists of 10 tests, such as
giving a boy some money to make a purchase at the store and
noting whether he returns the right amount of change; and
placin^ a ocy at an electric signal outtcn with instructions
t^ .r^ss at short intervals for a i-eriod of 30 minutes and
noting on a reccraint device how closely he .adhered to in-
structions. These tests were discovered by Voeiker to hav^
a very satisfactory correlation. Some have questioned the
validity of these tests, and it 13 significant that they
have been omitted from Watson's exhaustixe description cf
tests in this field.
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o< Questionnaires cr Surveys of Interests, Attitudes, stc.
(i). A survey of Public Opinion on Some keXigious ^nd
Economical issues. (Watson Prejuuice Test).
The purpose 13 to measure fair-mindedness as con-
trasted with prejudice; tc show amount cf prejudice in agree-
ment with certain typical points cf view, conservative and
radical, within religious, moral, and economical questions.
It consists of 6 forms, each of which is designed xc draw
out tne judgment of the pupil on questions about which con-
siderable prejudice now exists. It should be used with sen-
iors in High School or above. ScorinB directions accompany
the test. Pupil's prejudice is estimated by comparing with
fairmindedne ss standard. Norms for various groups are given
and compared to fairminded score.
(2) . Hart Test of Social Attitudes anu Interests.
The purpose of this te3t is to show predominant
likes and dislikes, attitudes ana points cf riew. It con-
sists of lists of conditions or activities which the pupil
marks "plus" or "minus" as he likes or dislikes each. It is
to be given to ages 13 or over, and requires about 40 minutes
to administer. No time limit is placed on it. No norms
have been established.
(3) . Bogardus Social Distance Test.
The purpose of this test is to measure the ex-
tent to which persons cf other races, nations, or economic
classes are welcomed into the fellowships cf social life. In
tne raciax test the name of a race is given, followed by 7
columns representing 7 stages of intimacy ranging from win-

ingness tc admit tc kinship by marriage down to willingness
only to admit as aliens, it is tc be given to adults and
requires about 30 minutes to administer. In scoring, a
group profile may be made sharing the wuu^neso of the
average in the group for admitting various races and classes
into national life.
(4). Test cf "acial Attitudes. (Watson)
The purpose here is to measure changes in atti-
tudes toward persons of otner races. It is compose a of 36
statements to which the pupii adas one of the foxiowin£ words
to complete the sense as he views it: "An, most, many, few,
no — Jews will try to get the best of a bargain even if they
have to cheat to do so."
5). Test of Social Relations. (Ream)
The purpose is to revea-. interests in terms of
acquaintance with vocabulary of certain activities such as
baseball, poker, hymns, popular music, literature, etc.
(6). Downey Will-temperament Tests.
The purpose is to determine the temperamental
traits of individuals throat a series of motor reactions.
This test is basea on hanuwriting to a iar 6 e extent. Various
speads of writing are called for, copying a mcaei, writing
with the eyes closed, and whi^e counting taps. It is ae-
signed for ages 15 and up. Time required is bO minutes. The
scoring is a long process, but gives a profile showing speed
of movement, etc. The reliability is from .Cr to. 40 The v^*-
idity shows a correlation with ratings of -.60 to. 54, Beam
.0 to -.35
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(7) . uindhoim Emotional Crosscut Tests
The purpose is to find out if there is % stand-
ard reaction to certain mental content in the human individual
and if there are sex differences in this response . Also it
aims to study the influence of social inhibitions on responses.
It may develop as a complex inaicaxor in the mentally deranged.
(8) . Pressey x-o Tests for 'Invest ig at inL tne Unctions.
Purpose .to reveal individual differences in emo-
tional and affective make-up, assc ciat icnal tendencies, moral
sentiments j and anxiety tendencies. It consists of 4 parts
with 600 elements for crossing c it zr choosing from among
lists of words. The scoring takes notice of aff activity,
or the relation of words crossed out to norms for college
students, and idiosyncrasies, or relation of the nurnoer of
words encircled whicn are not asuaixy encircled. Norms
based on 114 college students are available for this test.
(S). Woo dworth - ;at thews Personal Data Sheet.
The purpose is to show the general emotionality,
nervoas, and mental stability, of adolescents. It consists
of 100 questions such as, "Do you sxeep poorly? yes-no".
This data should be carefuiiy handled by one wno is scienti-
fically trained in emotional analysis of individuals. The
reliability is .55 to .SO depending on investigation. Valid-
ity is .13 to .66. Norms are available, at extra cost.
(10). Xent-^osanof f Eree Association Test.
The purpose cf thi3 test is tc reveax abnormal-
ities of emotional reactions. Tt is composed of words to
which the frequency of each of the common responses is known.
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Th8 test is given tc individuals alone, noting the exact-
time for each reaction. In the scoring of the test unusuax
time for reactions indicates conflict. Any unusual respor.se-
aeviation from the norm - shows the decree cf idioeyncracy .
"
Norms are based on 1000 adult responses giving frequency
of each associat icn .
(1_). Emotional History Record. (Experimental purposes
only ) .
Purpose: To reveal students needing help in
emotional adjustment, and tc study relationships between
past experiences arid present symptoms. Tt consists of 4
parts. Parts I and II reveai neurotic symptoms with in-
terests of the subject. Parts III and IV give a reccra of
past experiences which may have influenced emotional make-
up. This test is to be given to adults and it requires two
hours. It should not be administered by amateurs. Scores
are best used as a pi'ctiire of the present status cf the
1b div idual
.
(13). Colgate Emotional Hygiene Test.
The purpose fa to discover unhealthy emotion-.!
outlets ana emotional types among college stuaents, and to
help in vocational guidance and personality adjustment s .
It consist of a series cf elements, e^ch followed by graphic
scales. Traits grouped according to clinical entities such
as psych oasthenoi d, schiziod, neur asthenoid, rysterciu, in-
troversion and extroversion. Two schedules are used in com-
bined time of one hour and it is ss xf-admiiistered. It is

useful in personnel work in industrial plants una in colleges*
Tests are scored by means of stencil which indicates the de-
viation from the norm.
(13). Hart Personnel Assayer
The purpose is to give information about a
person's interests and attitudes which might be helpful in
vocational guidance, to differentiate certain types of people
from other types. It consists of 19 lists, i5 items each,
to be marked "yes" if liked and "no" if disliked. Then the
5 things about which one feels most strongly are underlined,
and the one thing which arouses most feeling is double under-
lined. It is to be used with ages 12 and up. The time re-
quired for its administration is 40 minutes or more. There
is no time limit. This test is in the process of st.andu.rd-
i zat ion .
Ci4). Miners' Analysis of Work Interest Blank.
The purpose of this test is to help discover
special interests and abilities by suggesting how to ob-
serve one's own likes and dislikes. It consists of 38 ]jaired
contrasts, such as; indoor-outdoor, etc. It is to be admin-
istered to High School pupils and adults. The reliability
is .70 for all interests but one. The Validity is in separ-
ating women taking secretarial course from those taking home
economics, men interested in machine constrict i en . Norms
are based largely on 6 00 students at the University of Ken-
tucky .
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(15) . Interest Anal,-sis.
Par pose , to discover occupational interests.
I 1 consists of four parts. Part I list s 70 occupations,
to respond with 5 degrees of liking. Part II lists a
Variety of words to be marked liked or disliked. Part III
aeax3 with belief in superstition. P^rt IV, the Pressey
Cross-oat list, to cross out those wnich are unpxeaSani
.
To be administered to High School groups and over. The
time required is 50 minutes.
(16) . Freyd's Occupational Interest Blanks.
This consists of a list of 8 occupations for
men (or 67 for women) with a chance to register any of five
attitudes toward each.
(17) . Fernald Acnievement Capacity Test, No. IS, 433.
The purpose of this test is to discover that
function cf the mind called will, persistency, aeterminat icn,
pluck, or spank in terms of muscle fatigae in units of time.
A person stands with heels elevated from floor on a device
equipped for recording involuntary tremors cf the muscles on
fatigue. The scoring is by not in g the time, in seconds, a
person persists in standing in the same position.
(16). Thurston and Oi.ave Test of attitudes tcwara the
church .
This test aims to place a student aloag a sca^e
of varying degrees of favor toward the church from the extreme
of disgust for it to that of loyalty to it. It consists of
a large number cf statements about the church which cover
this range of attitudes and which are weighted by submitting

them to competent judge?. These statements are arranged in
chance order, and the student marks those which express his
own attitudes. Care has been exercised to ^.et a normal re-
sponse. The results j ive a profile of an entire class, and
interesting comparisons are made between Freshman, Sophomore,
Junior, and Senior classes in a college, from which may be
interpreted the infxuence of coixege life on a student's
attitude to the ciiurch .
d. Scaj.es and Score Cards.
There are a number of rating scales and score c^rds
for use in Church schools. Among them are (x) the Chassell
Teachers 1 Sating Scale for Sunday School Pupilsj (2) The
Drew measurement Chart for Sunday School Juniors; (3) The
Mendenhaii Be if-Measurement Scaie for High School Pupils;
,4) The Mendenhaii 89 If-Measurement Scale for Children in
Grades V to VIII; (5) Coe 1 s Teacher Rating Scaie; (6) Score-
Card for Measuring Curriculum Material in the Church School,
by Peters; and (7) The Ir.terchur ch Standards and Score-Card
for Measuring Church and Religious Education Plants, by N.L.
Englehardt and E.S. Evenden.
CONCLUSION
The relation of measurement to the Supervision of
Religious Education ho.s been discussed as follows:
a. Special problems m the Jse of Measurements.
B. The Measurement of Specific Abilities conditioning
religious growth.
It Was shown that, in spite of the rigid limitations
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which DSeet this problem at present, a creditable beginning
has been made toward the production of a sy.^iem of measure**
ments in religious education.

CHAPTER V I
.
A DM! ft I SIEVING & PROGRAM OF :iEASUR£i^ivTS
IN A SYSTEM OF " £L!G 10 JS SDJOATION

ADMIN ISTERING A_PROGRrt U OF. MEA SUE EME NTS
IN A 'SYSTEa OF F E u I G IQO S E DUCAT 1UN
In the present chapter we arrive at the practical
stage of our discussion. Be int. made aware cf the Value and
limitations of objective measurements, and of the painstak-
ing car- necessary in using them in a program of supervision,
having reviewed, the measuring instruments available, their
use j structure, anJ method of adfflini strat ion j and having
noted in some detail the Theory underlying the use cf meas-
urements in religious education, we are now re^ay to con-
sider the introduction and administration of a program cf
measurements in a local school cf religion. A suggestea
procedure is offered in the chapter before us.
A • What a Pr og ram of Measurement s is .
The purposes and uses of measurements as given in
former discussions cf this paper lie at the basis of any pre
gram of measurements. Jn planning a program for a iocai sit-
uation, however, it is necessary to consider the particular
needs cf the school for which the program is planned. The one
outstanding need may be singled out and made the basis of the
first program- planned. Following this, a clear statement of
the purpose cf the program should be formulated, and specific
purposes should be clearly stated with regard to each test
administered. Bach teacher and supervisor concerned should
be thoroughly informed of the purposes to be served in the
program. The steps to be taken in the a-dm in i strat ion cf a
program of measurements win be given further on.
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• Preparation for the Program .
i. The supervisor must first understana and appreciate
the local attitude toward the subject of measur ement 8 . Lii^eiy
there will be so little knowledge of educational measurements
that little opposition wi±i be manifest, at the same time this
lack of knowledge presents a problem of acquainting the people
with them. Whatever may be the situation, the first duty of
the director or supervisor is to :.now trie minds of the people
op the subject, or what mi tht be their reaction when they
have been informed of the nature ana use of raeajuwementB:.
What is their attitude toward innovations, etc?
3. He must have a sympathetic attitude toward the
teachers as they face problems in the school. By saying
nothing directly about measurements themselves, and at the
same time shewing an insight into the actual problems of the
Various teachers, avoiding undue haste in introducing some-
thing they do not understand, the supervisor may gain the
confidence of his staff. It Cannot b- urgea too often, nor
too emphatically
, that the whoie-ha~rtea confidence and
loyalty of the teachers is of primary importance and basic
to any constructive endeavcr . The supervisor who sees and
understands the difficulties of his teachers, and then tact-
fully points out possible solution.-:, may sooner or l&tfz
suggest measur ement s as an aid to just sach problems as the
are facing. Many opj/ortunit ies wi^x arise for safest in £
solutions as he comes into contact with the work of the
teacher in her classroom and elsewhere. The perplexity )t
the teacher aa to the real cause, of lack of interest amon6

her pupils for inst..;. ce
,
may open the Way to a. discussion
cf the problem of c j.assi ficat i on , ana -c»a to a possible
suggestion to study her children with refere.. ce to the
spread of ability among them. A hint, possibly definite
suggestions, may be given in teachers' ...eatings as the
supervisor senses the readiness of his 3t^ff to receive
them. In man 1/ ways the preparation may go cn by r^eans cf
a silent campaign ^.t first, and then with definite effort
in that direction, while, in the runtime, he must keep his
hold on the ±oyaity and cooperation of the teaching staff.
3 • Presenting the prog ram
1. In the Teacher -Tram ing classes.
From the very first the supervisor may introduce
measurements in the courses of teacher training for young
people. They are in an attitude and frame of mind for what-
ever is offered in the course that they may prepare them-
selves the better for teaching. Mcrever, they have fewer
preconceived ideas and prejudices to prevent them from
seeing the practical uses of such a program in solving tne
problems of the school. Yomg people may enter into their
work with this background and quickly acquire a scientific
proficiency in teaching surpassing those of m^ny years' ex-
perience
,
simply because they have had the advant^ fc ss of
superior training on this point. 3.8. Brooks rentes an
experience * of Just this sort in the public school field
1 - Brooks, S.S.
-
Im^rovii.fe Scn ooxs by St^naar dizeu T ests
Chan • I

when he was carrying out his experiments in measurement e.
The young prospective teacher training class is, therefore,
the easiest and. most logical place to begin an active
presentation of a measuring program . The subject may be
tactfully taught, also, in classes of older, active teach-
ers in serv ice .
3. readier
8
1 and Officers 1 Meetings.
At an appropriate time, when the supexriser has
sensed the time is ri_e for it, a thoroughgoing presenta-
tion of the program may be maae . Care ma t be exercised
in being assured the staff are unanimous, practically so,
in wanting it presented. The actual presentation should
be planned with great Care and detail, with a speaker from
the outside cn the retrain if aesired.
The preparation preceding the final presentation
may be of nature of a series of meetings m which by pract-
ical demonstration the old methods of haphazard evalaati.-n
can be exposed as inadequate. It will be all the more
effectively done if some teacher who is interested in the
use of measurements can make a demonstrat i cn of the value
of measurements with her own class. Other teachers may
visit that class to watch the demonstration and hear the
resuxts reported, and thus there wt'll be a number who have
already seen the v^iue of the program first hand ana -re
ready to back up the supervisor in nis presentation.
Whatever the preparation revious to the meeting
when the final presentation is made, the program shoixa,
on this important occasion, be so dearly and definitely
visualized that ail doubts and misgivings wiii be dismissed,

and an enthusiastic demand for its adoption win come
from the teachers themselves. Graphs , charts and pict-
ures may be utilized with telling effect in making a vis-
ual presentation of the values of the program. Both
the Values and the limitations of measurements should be
clearly set forth, and ample time given for questions -na
discussions. Perhaps one or more further meetings of the
staff as a whole, and one or more with the uepu.rtn.ent
groups separate±y woaia be tne ^.ro.cticc.1 outcome of the
first meeting. This will afford time for digesting ana
assimilating the particulars, and understanding the pro-
cedures necessary for making the program effective. It
may be that, even then, net mere than one department will
be ready for the program, or even one class. Time must be
given to thoroughly plan the details of the program with
the teachers and supervisory staff. Cooperation is necessar^,
and it takes time for some minds to get into action even
alter they have visualized the program, and have approved it.
3. Executive Board Meeting.
Meanwhile, the minds of the Beard members are also
being prepared for the program in a general way. Wo detailed
preparation is needed here, as in the case of the teaching
staff, but in general a certain amount of education may be
Carried on with this authoritative body. Doubtless some
of its members wi.XX come from the teaching staff, and should
be already growing enthusiastic over the program. Such mem-
bers will form a valuable nucleus for educating the remaining
members. Since the authority of this board must be behind
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every move made by the supervisor, they are due a pre sent at itn
of the program to which they are to give official approval.
D • The Act ive A dmini strat i or, of the P rc,^ r^
1. Careful consideration should be given the details
of procedure as tne program is being set up
>
attention £ iven
to one Department at a time until the program is secure iy on its
vvatjj . Some steps in the setting up of the program have
been suggested by Barr and Burton: 1 (1) Giving the tests;
(2) tabulating results; (3) interpreting resuxts; and (4)
prescribing and carrying out remedial treatment
.
a. Directions for giving the tests, which generally
accompany the tests, should be followed out vsry carefully
in order to get results that are comparable to the resuxts
of other classes using the same test.
Teachers should acquire a certain skill in handling
a testing program for themselves so that the supervisor may
be relieved to -.ive his attention elsewhere. !t will likely
be necessary for the supervisor to provide systematic train-
ing for a period of time in order that a number of The
teachers may profit from the expert advice he may give. It
is wise to encourage the teachers to adopt the use of tesis
as a rouxine part of their worx, ana some understanding of
the meaning of their results should be acquired.
As to scoring the tests, the teachers may ac this
themsexves or they may have the pupils do it while they read
1 - Barr and Bart on- Sui .erv isi on of Instru ction, Cap. IX
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out the correct answers themse_ves. This not only saves tine
fcr the teacher j but it has the aaaci value of impressing
the pupils with the correct answer s just at the time wnen
their minds are most aiert to know those answers.
b. Tabulating Results.
The tabulation of results and the arrangement of
them into distribution tables is a long process if carried
out to the limit of statistical methods. The teacher should
at least know how to handle the results in this way, though
she should have others do most of the statistical work if
possible, so that she wixi have her time free for instruc
tional duties . WhBTer makes up tne tabi.es sncuid supply the
te«.cher with the figures and tables which have been made,
so that she may appreciate their significance.
c. interpretation of results and the rescript ion of
remedial measures.
These two steps are so closely re.L~.Tea that they
are treated together. This is xhe stage of the process in
which the greatest vaue of tests are to be found* They are
not primarily teaching devices, but reveaxers of trcabxo in
the learning process of the child, and upon the facts reveale
the teacher and supervisor will proceed with their poxicies
of guidance in the learning procedures. Many unexpected
facts will be revealed in the results of a testing pror'ect
with a class or school, regarding their knowledge of the
Bible and ether teaching materials, and regarding the corre-
lations obtained between the results in one direction ana
those in another. It has been found that there is very
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littie correlation, for example, between the knowledge of
the Bibie and ethical judgments. Evidently, the children
who were tested in this case i.ad net been taught the ethical
content cf the Bible as it should i.ave oeen t aught , or else
it shows that the Bible alone is not suffident for the
supplying of proper ethical content in religious education.
The needs of a class should be located definitely
and in case of individuals who show extreme difficulty, the
individual needs rr.ust be investigated, and the remedies pres-
cribed and applied. Probable causes of difficulty should be
listeu and each class located under one or the otner of
these causes. It may be a combination of caases nave unite a
to produce a certain situation, and the diagnosing of each
contributing factor may prove a complex task. Stiix the
more difficult the task, the more there is need for work-
ing it out thoroughly and applying the proper remedies.
!t is at this point that the educational physician saves
the spiritual life cf his patients and 3t^rts them cn the
way to normal growth and whole some character formation*
3UI.i..'iARY
Chapter VT is u. ^ructicax aaa.pta.tion of the theory
of educational measurements to the actual work of the school
in the local community. Three general ste;s were Indicated
in this adaptation:
A. Preparation for the Program
B. Presentation of the Program to the school authorities
0. The Aomin i st rat ion of the Program

GENERAL SUMMR Y

GENERAL SUMMARY
The acvc lopmeht cf inougnt in this discussion has
been cn the basis of the general principle of proceeding
from the known to the unknown. Relatively speaking, the
field covered in Part One is familiar to ail. The known
findings as to the use of measurements in that field have
been taken ever as a basis for the development cf the
arguments in Part Two, which is a relatively unknown field.
Part One .
The Supervision of Education and the
Use of Objective measurements
This broad field was treated in outline fashion
under the general topics of:
I. The General nature of f^jperv is ion and its scientific
basis. Here the attempt was to shew, through a careful de-
finition of supervision and by r.eans of certain princi^es
underlying this function , that a general scientific basis is
demanded for effectively meeting the obligations of that
office. The scientific method was then reviewed ana out-
lined, and the question of a demand for object ire measure-
ments was raised.
II. Objective Measurements in Educational Supervision.
A definition of education, and of educational mea-
surements revealed the quantitative nature of the educational
"changes" to be measured. Our subject was then attacked from
the standpoint of the school problems demanding more accurate
measurements for their effective solution.
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111. Objective Measuring Instruments, their uses and
limitations.. By means of a brief c^ass if icat ion and des-
cription of the instruments in ttSSj along with then v^iaes
and limitations, a more practical approach to the topics of
former discussions was attempted.
Part Two
Supervision of Religious education Through Objective Measuraents
Here we encountered out primary problem, but since
the underlying discussions had already been taken ap in Fart
une, our task was shortened, ana we confined ourselves to the
specific problems arising from the supervisory uses of measure-
ments in this particular field.
1. The Scientific nature of Supervision of Religious
Education. A definition cf religious education in quantita-
tive terms Was found to be needed m order that objective mea-
surements might be intelligently applied to its -recesses.
Certain specific rincipj.es were then given, which ^ed con-
clusively to the demand for a more scientific approach to the
task of supervision.
M . Measurements and the Superv isi on of Religious Education.
At this point, assuming all that had been said in Part One on
this topic in relation to secular education, we proceeded to
point out certain specific problems to be fac^d in the u3e of
measurements in religious education. Specific capacities basic
to religious growth were then analyzed as to their Capability
for being measured, and some of the instruments now available
were iistea.

111. Administering a Program of Measurement e in a System of
Religious Education.
As a final ana practical attack on the entire sub-
ject, it was here undertaken to shew how a program cf measure-
ments might be carried out in a local situation, and how to
find some means by which the greatest good might be realized
from the contributions which have been made in th is fiela by
the specialists. In this step alone lies the hope for making
connections between the potentialities of research workers and
their findings, and the everyday voluntary leaders who are in
direct contact with the children for whom these findings were
so laboriously worked out.

GjSNERA L CON qEES I ON
Tiie task cf education has become exceedingly com-
plex durii i the generation that has ^U3t past. The growing
number of interests of life are makinc increasing demands
upon the schooj., requiring radical changes in the curriculum
and a more thorough-going system of management and super-
vision of its enlarging problems. Oat of this complex
situation, has emerged, by necessity, the separate office
of supervisor whose task is to unify and systematize the
entire educative process to the end that the younger gener-
ation may be trained in the ideals of American democracy and
c it i zen sh ip
.
Religious education, so cxoseiy related to secular
education, faces the same complex situation in the rnoaern
demands made upon its services to the nation and to the world.
Both the conservation cf energy, time und money, and the con-
centration cf attention upon the essentials of religion call
for a fur more efficient organization cf the work of religious
education than has been achieved as yet. The following ^oints
sum up the demand for a more scientific and thorough-going
app-Oach to tne problem.
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I. The supervision of education, in both the secular
and religious fie.ds, is a most important tas£, (Jemanding a.
highly specialized leadership which is abie to attack its
work with scientific accuracy.
II. A knowledge of the uses and the technique of ob-
jective measurement s is an essential part of the supervisor's
equipment, if he is to meet his obligations effectively.
It will be a long time before any idsui solution
to the present problems is reached, but it is confidently
hoped that on increasing number of religious leaders may be
willing to attack their v/crk in a sy .^te -..at ic aiii scientific
manner and that definite progress toward ideal conditions
muy soon be evident
.
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